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SUMMARY 
A computer program has been developed which w i l l  ca lculate  t he  p a r t i c l e  
spectra  and dose behind multi layer,  i n f i n i t e  s labs  of shielding from any 
given energy spectrum of protons impinging normally on the shield.  Both 
spectra  and dose a re  calculated f o r  t h e  incident primary protons tha t  pene- 
t r a t e  the  sh ie ld  and f o r  the  following types of secondary rad ia t ion  produced 
i n  the  shield:  cascade protons, cascade neutrons, and evaporation neutrons. 
This program i s  wri t ten i n  Fortran IV f o r  t h e  IBM 7094 I1 computer. 
/’ 
I ~ O D U C T I O N  
Space vehicles may require  shielding t o  pro tec t  astronauts and rad ia t ion  
sens i t ive  components from the hazards of space radiat ion,  the  most hazardous 
of which appears t o  be the proton radiation. The important sources of proton 
rad ia t ion  are the Van Allen be l t s ,  so la r  f l a r e s ,  and ga lac t i c  cosmic radiat ion.  
When space vehicles are i r rad ia ted  by protons the in te rac t ion  of pratons with 
atomic nuclei  i n  the vehicle produces secondary nucleons. The most important 
of these secondary nucleons appears t o  be the  cascade protons, cascade neutrons, 
and evaporation neutrons. In  order t o  evaluate the  shielding requirements it 
i s  necessary t o  evaluate the  dose caused by primary and secondary radiat ion.  
Previous computer programs on space rad ia t ion  shielding have been wri t ten 
by (a t  least)  three  groups (see refs. 1 t o  3). 
References 1 and 2 used the  1958 data of Metropolis e t  a l .  fo r  estimating 
The reference 3 program w a s  not designed 
Recently H. Bertini  of ORNL ( ref .  4)  developed a 
These reasons 
the dose from secondary radiat ion.  
fo r  general  d i s t r ibu t ion .  
Monte Carlo program (with an improved nuclear model compared t o  previous work) 
f o r  estimating the  y ie lds  of secondaries and the i r  energies. 
combined with the f a c t  t h a t  t he  Lewis computer i s  now r e s t r i c t e d  t o  Fortran IV 
provided t h e  motivation a t  the  Lewis  Research Center t o  develop a computer 
program capable of calculat ing the  doses from primary proton and secondary 
rad ia t ion  produced i n  the shield.  
The Lewis program (ca l led  LPSC) calculates the  p a r t i c l e  spectra  and dose 
ins ide  a multi layer s l ab  sh ie ld  due t o  protons impinging normally on the  outer 
face of  t h e  shield.  The s labs  are i n f i n i t e  i n  extent  and have f i n i t e  thick- 
ness .  
through t h e  sh ie ld  known as p r i n t  bounds. 
Spectra and doses may a l s o  be calculated a t  intermediate thicknesses 
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The t o t a l  dose evaluated includes the doses from primary protons and 
the  secondary rad ia t ion  consisting of cascade protons, cascade neutrons, and 
evaporation neutrons. Evaporation protons contribute a negl igible  amount 
t o  the  t o t a l  dose. 
Secondary gammas, e tc . )  a r e  not evaluated by t h i s  program. The f lux  spectra  
of the  primary protons, cascade protons, and cascade neutrons are calculated 
i n  th i s  program. 
Other secondary radiat ion (heavy par+,icles, pions, 
This program calculates  the penetration of normally incident  protons, 
caficade protons, and cascade neutrons using a s t r a i g h t  ahead approximation 
( the  primary p a r t i c l e  and cascade secondaries a r e  emitted i n  the  same d i -  
rec t ion  as the  primary incident pa r t i c l e ) .  
shown by reference 5 t o  be va l id  for  protons with energies >1DO MeV. For 
energies 
neutrons were assumed t o  be emitted isotropical ly .  
This approximation has been 
- 
100 MeV t h i s  method may m e r  estimate t h e  dose. The evaporation 
It may be shown, using the  straight-ahead approximation, t h a t  the  dose 
received a t  the center of a sphere due to  an i so t ropic  f lux  outside of the 
sphere i s  the  same as the  dose receivedbehind a s l ab  sh ie ld  of the same 
thickness where a f lux  of the  same magnitude i s  impinging normally t o  t h e  
slab. 
sumed t o  be emitted i n  the d i rec t ion  of the primary pa r t i c l e s .  Thus the  
s lab  doses calculated for  the  normally incident primary protons and the  
cascade secondaries w i l l  be the same as the doses a t  the  center of the  
sphere fo r  an i so t ropic  f lux  outside; however, the  evaporation neutron doses 
a r e  not simply r e l a t ed  and per ta in  only t o  the slab geometry. 
This w i l l  a l so  be t rue  fo r  doses from those secondary pa r t i c l e s  as- 
A descr ipt ion of t h e  program and program l i s t i n g  a r e  found on pages 
16-32 *.and ‘4dr73. 
SYMBOLS 
Some of the  symbols used i n  t h i s  report  are l i s t e d  below. Other symbols 
are defined i n  the tex t .  
dose from cascade neutrons, rad or rad/hr and rem or  rem/hr  
dose from cascade protons, rad or rad/hr and rem or rem/hr 
dose from evaporation neutrons, rad or rad/hr and r e m  or r e m / h r  
dose from primary protons, rad or rad/hr and r e m  or  r e m / h r  
energy i n  MeV 
at tenuat ion kernel fo r  evaporation neutrons see t e x t  fo r  dimen- 
sions 
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N>E) number of protons w i t h  ener&y grea te r  than E, protons/cm2 
or protons/cm2 sec 
N(>P) number of protons w i t h  r i g i d i t y  grea te r  than P, 
protons/cm2 o r  protonslcm2 sec 
- '(Ei the  primary proton flux a t  energy Ei a t  depth X, 
protons/cmz o r  protons/cm2 sec 
- 
Ncp(Ej >xg) 
'cn(jfj ,x.g I 
cascade proton f l u  with energy EJ which penetrates the 
shield,  protons/cm2 o r  protons/cm2 sec 
- 
cascade neutron f l u  with energy E j  2which penetrates the  
cascade neutrons with energy Ej  produced by incident pro- 
shield,  neutrons/cmz or neutrons/cm sec 
N (Ei,Ej,6Xk) C P  - 
tons with energy i n  layer  6xk, neutrons/cmZ or 
neutronslcm2 sec 
- 
eNp (Ei BXk) evaporation neutrons produced by protons with energy Ei 
i n  layer  6xk, neutrons/cm2 o r  neutrons/cm2 sec 
$Tn(Fi,Ej ,6Xk) cascade neutrons w i t h  energy EJ produced by neutrons w i t h  
energy i n  layer 6xkJ neutrons/cmZ or  neutrons/cm' sec 
- 
eNn(%i 2 8xk) evaporation neutrons produced by neutrons with energy Ei 
i n  layer  6xk, neutronslcm' or neutrons/cm2 sec 
cPp(Ei,Ej,6Xk) cascade protons with energy E j  produced by protons with - 
energy i n  layer  6xk, protons/cm2 or protonslcm2 sec  
c-Pn(q,Ej ,6Xk) cascade protons with energy EJ produced by neutrons with - 
energy EL i n  layer  S X ~ ,  protonslcm2 or  protons/cmz sec 
X depth i n t o  the  shield,  g/cmz 
y i e l d  of cascade protons w i t h  energy Ej  per in te rac t ing  ycpp('i,sj) - 
Ycnp (z i' E j ) 
proton with energy E i  
y i e l d  of cascade neutrons with energy E per i n t e rac t i ag  J - proton with energy Ei 
Yenp(&) y i e l d  of evaporation - neutrons per in te rac t ing  proton with 
energy E i  
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(E E 1 y ie ld  of cascade protons with energy E j  per in te rac t ing  Ycpn i, j - 
neutron with energy Ei 
I (E ,E.) y ie ld  of cascade neutrons w i t h  energy E j  per in te rac t ing  
neutron w i t h  energy 4 I 'CWl i J 
Yenn (4i y ie ld  of evaporation neutrons per in te rac t ing  neutron w i t h  energy 
n(%,x) neutron flux w i t h  energy Ei a t  depth X, neutrons/cm2 or  
neutrons/cm' sec 
P r i g i d i t y ,  MV 
METHOD OF CALCULATION 
Introduction t o  Method of Calculation 
The i n i t i a l  flow of a ca lcu la t ion  progresses as follows; see  f i p r e  1. 
is c a l c u a t e d .  
The computer reads i n  a maximum incident energy 
the  proton range energy data an E(Max) a t  the  e x i t  face 
The desired energy group bounds El, Ez, . . . E&, E(Max) '&re read i n  and 
assumed a t  the e x i t  face (3). AE values a r e  calculated by AEl = (E1 - 0), 
a 2  - (% - El), . . ., aE, = (E(Max) - En). The number of small 6E's con- 
ta ined  i n  each AEi a re  read. The a i r s  and 6E's enable the  computer t o  
ca lcu la te  the  energy bounds on t h e - e x i t  face. Then the  energy bounds a re  
calculated on the  incident face (9. The number of protons i n  each energy 
group a r e  calculated and the production of secondary p a r t i c l e s  and the at-  
tenuation of a l l  p a r t i c l e s  fo r  each group i s  accomplished. 
E(Max) in-MeV a t  (3.J. Using  
Figure 1 shows three  p r i n t  bounds a t  B, C, and D where data a re  printed.  
Incident proton dose is calculated a t  the incident  face A also.  
Proton Energy Groups and Spectra 
This program allows the user a choice of reading i n  the  incident energy 
The use of e x i t  energy boundaries boundaries or  the e x i t  energy boundaries. 
i s  t o  be preferred for  running a proton energy spectrum. 
incident  energy boundaries a r e  preferred f o r  a monoenergetic case. 
Reading i n  the  
Some of the  d e t a i l s  for  the case where e x i t  energy boundaries a re  assumed 
a r e  as follows: 
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Tables of range versus energy a r e  supplied as input data f o r  the  sh i e ld  
mater ia ls  being investigated.  
i s  used t o  in te rpola te  i n  the tables .  
incident energy E(&) and ca lcu la tes  the range associated with t h i s  energy 
fo r  t he  first sh ie ld  material encountered, R(E(MAX), Material 1) = R(E,l). 
The thickness T(1) of t h i s  first layer  is  then substracted from R(E,l) .  < 
The res idua l  range r ( E ( l ) , l )  of t h i s  proton group a f t e r  passing through 
T(1) is  given by r(E(1),1) - R(E, l )  - T(1). The energy E(1) associated 
w i t h  r (E (1 )  ,1) is  calculated and the  range f o r  a proton of t h i s  energy i n  
the  next mater ia l  i s  calculated. The thi'ckness of t h i s  layer  i s  then sub- 
t rac ted  of f  and t h i s  process is  repeated u n t i l  the maximum energy a t  the 
e x i t  face of the  sh ie ld  has been computed. 
The Lagrange 2 point  interpolat ion equation 
The program s e l e c t s  the  maximum 
When the  maximum energy a t  the  e x i t  face  of the  sh ie ld  is  known, the  
program calculates  the  energy bounds a t  t h e  e x i t  face according t o  the  input 
data. There a r e  two degrees of subdivision f o r  the energy bounds. AE 
represents  a l a rge  in t e rva l  and 6E represents a small interval .  The AE 
boundaries a r e  used as convenient points a t  which the  magnitude 6E(J) is  t o  
change. 
The in t e rva l  bounds of and the number n of 6E(J) i n  each AE 
a t  t h e  e x i t  face a r e  input data. 6E(J) values are calculated by the  
program. The energy bounds E(1) and energy in t e rva l s  6E(I) on the  incident 
face corresponding t o  the  energy bounds E(J)  and energy in te rva ls  6E(J) 
on the  e x i t  face are then calculated. 
is  calculated by, 
The 
The average energy of each group I 
E ( I  + 1) + E ( I )  
2 
Z(1) = 
The average energy E(I) is  used t o  ca lcu la te  t he  cross sections,  
y ie lds ,  and energy of secondary par t ic les .  The average energy incident  
on the  next l axe r  i s  obtained by d-&xt.Me%nergy bomds/-arid;' cal'cui - 
l a t i n g  - a new E(1) .  This is  due 50 t h e  nonlinear change i n  6E which 
makes E(1 )  degraded not equal t o  t h e  new average energy. 
The incident  energy associated w i t h  zero energy a t  the e x i t  face of the  
sh i e ld  is not the minimum incident  energy considered because lower energy 
protons, although they do not penetrate  t h e  shield,  may produce secondary 
neutron r ad ia t ion  that can penetrate the  shield.  
f inding incident  energy in t e rva l s  below th i s  energy i s  i l l u s t r a t e d  by the  
following example. 
The procedure used f o r  
Figure 1 shows four p r i n t  bounds A, B, C, and D. A t  D, E(0) = 0 MeV 
is the zero energy point  on the  e x i t  face of the shield.  
e x i s t s  a zero energy point  a t  each p r in t  bound. A t  p r i n t  bound C t he  
energy i n t e r v a l  from E(0) = 0 ' t o  
Similarly there  
i s  subdivided by the program i n  
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one of two ways. 
corresponding in t e rva l  on the e x i t  face D 
may be read in .  The corresponding in te rva ls  on the  incident face are 
found. (2)  This  i n t e rva l  may be divided i n t o  an equal number of increments. 
The other p r i n t  bounds wiJLbe handled i n  t he  same manner. 
(1) This in t e rva l  may be subdivided the  same as t h i s  
or a new set  of subdivisions 
I It was found by running the  program t h a t  i f  the same energy bounds were 
used fo r  neutrons as  f o r  protons the  neutrons tended t o  c lus t e r  i n t o  a few 
energy groups. 
separate  energy bounds were required fo r  neutrons and protons. 
energy bounds are read i n  as a table .  
Therefore t o  improve the d i s t r ibu t ion  of dose w i t h  energy 
The neutron 
The incident proton spectra  may be simulated by one of t he  following 
equations. L e t  ei ther N(>E) or dIV/dE be given by r ( E )  as indicated i n  
equations ( 2 )  and (3). 
r (E)  = N(>E) (2 )  
o r  
r (E)  = dN/dE (3)  
then r ( E ) ,  the  proton spectrum, may be calculated by any one of equations 
(41, (51, (61, or  (?I. 
r ( E )  = A E'B -. (4) 
Log ( r ( E ) )  = 2 Ai(Log E)i-l 
i=l 
Where the constants 4, :Bc or 4 a r e  selected compatible w i t h  e i t he r  
B(E). 
equation (2)  or (3). See page26 f o r  a def in i t ion  oT " A(E) ahd I '  . 
The program w i l l  a l so  accept r i g i d i t y  spectra  where 
r(P) = N(>P) 
r(P) s d?X/dP 
then 
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If equations ( 2 )  through (10) fa i l  t o  represent the  desired spectrum a 
t a b l e  of values may be read i n  f o r  N(>E) or dN/dE as a function of energy. 
When the spectrum is  read i n  a s  a t a b l e  the  values of d N / B  or  
N(>Ei), whichever the  t ab le  contains, w i l l  be read and/or interpolated f o r  
each value of E i  required by the  program. 
When the  choice of spectrum (equation or tab le)  has been made, the 
continuous input spectrum is approximated by se lec t ing  a f i n i t e  number of 
proton energy groups. The number of protons i n  each group is  calculated.  
For the  d i f f e r e n t i a l  spectrum the  number of protons i n  the ith group is given 
by 
N ( E  ,0) = 
The width of the ith energy in t e rva l  i s  
v a l  i s  Ei. The quantity (dN/dE), i s  
or a table .  E i  
6Ei. The midpoint of the ith i n t e r -  
calculated from one of the equations 
For the  in t eg ra l  spectrum, the number of protons i n  the ith group is  
given by 
When running a monoenergetic case one should s e l e c t  a f i n i t e  i n t e rva l  
wid th  6E such t h a t  t he  midpoint‘of BE i s  the  required energy Ernp. A 
small 6E on the  order of MeV i s  recommended here. The calculat ion 
i s  not very sens i t i ve  t o  6E where 10-3 < BE < 0.1 MeV. For 6E < 10-3 
s ign i f i can t  f igures  a re  l o s t  during substr&tioE. 
Proton Attenuation and Production of Secondaries 
When protons penetrate a sh ie ld  energy is  l o s t  due t o  ionizat ion i n t e r -  
The range i n  a given material  and r a t e  of energy loss  per u n i t  path 
Protons t h a t  a r e  stopped by ionizat ion a re  r e -  
Incident protons which experience i n e l a s t i c  co l l i s ions  
actions.  
l ength  are energy dependent. 
moved from the beam. 
w i t h  nuc le i  i n  the  sh ie ld  a r e  removed from the beam. 
and neutrons produced i n  these ine l a s t i c  co l l i s ions  are added t o  the beam. 
The secondary protons 
Secondary p a r t i c l e s  a r e  produced by primary protons, cascade Protons, 
and cascade neutrons. 
ca lcu la ted  by LPSC. 
Secondaries produced by evaporation neutrons a re  not 
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The secondary pa r t i c l e s  a re  calculated as follows: The various slabs of 
materials i n  the sh ie ld  a re  divided in to  increments 6xk th ick  and p r i n t  
boundaries Xq (see f i g .  2). The p r i n t  bounds a re  locat ions within the sh ie ld  
a t  which data a re  printed.  The 6Xk are used as secondary source regions 
throughout the  shield.  Between two consecutive p r i n t  bounds a11 8Xk values 
a re  the  same. When a p r i n t  bound is  crossed the 6xk are  again a l l  equal 
but  they m y  be d i f f e ren t  ( i n  number and/or s i ze )  from those i n  t h e  previous 
region. 
Indexing presents a problem i n  a calculation of t h i s  nature. I n  general  
the index i or  I is  used t o  indicate  incident  p a r t i c l e  energies and j 
or  J f o r  e x i t  o r  secondar p a r t i c l e  energies. A t  an in t e rna l  boundary the  
boundary. 
incident p a r t i c l e s  the subscr ipt  i or I w i l l  be used and when viewed a s  
e x i t  p a r t i c l e s  the subscr ipt  j or J w i l l  be used. One exception w i l l  be 
found i n  the  dose calculat ion where the  e x i t  primary proton energies r e t a i n  
the  index i 
the subscr ipt  j .  These primary pa r t i c l e s  tha t  e x i t  the  sh ie ld  may be con- 
s idered incident  on a detector  t o  preserve the above rules .  
N(Ei,X) be the  number of protons/cm2 (or protons/cm2 sec) i n  each 
energies incident on the €$ K l aye r  a r e  the same as those t h a t  e x i t  the K-I. 
However, even though these  energies a re  the  same when viewed as 
t o  prevent confusion wi th  secondary p a r t i c l e  energies which use 
L e t  - 
energy group Ei a t  depth X i n t o  the  sh i e ld  which a re  incident on a l aye r  
SX,. Let N(E.,x + 6xk) represent t he  number of protons a t  e n e r a  E j  from 
N(Ei,X) which pass through 6Kk without experiencing a nuclear in te rac t ion .  
A drop i n  energy from Ei t o  Ej  occurs due t o  ionization. Let Cp(&) be 
the  macroscopic cross sect ion i n  cm2/g for proton i n e l a s t i c  co l l i s ions .  The 





occur i n  6Xk. Hence the  number i n  N(Eii,X) tha t  i n t e r a c t  i n  6xk is given 
by N(&X) [l - exp(-Ep(z)6Xk)]. Let y (xi ,Ej)  be the  average y i e ld  of 
cascade protons a t  energy EJ produced by an in te rac t ing  proton a t  energy 
E i .  Let  P (zi,Ej,GXk) be t h e  cascade protons a t  energy EJ produced by 
protons of  energy E j  i n  layer  6xk. me secondary group is r e l a t ed  t o  
the inc ident  group by 
exp ( ~ p ( E i )  * 6xk) i s  the probabi l i ty  t h a t  no in te rac t ions  occur i n  
then [l - exp(zp(Ei)  6xk)] i s  the probabi l i ty  that  an i n t e rac t ion  does 
CPP 
- 
C P  e 
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Similarly l e t  N (E ,E.,6Xk) be the cascade neutrons and ycnp(Ei,Ej) C P  i J 
the  average y i e l d  of cascade neutrons. 
l a t e d  t o  the incident protons by 
Then the cascade neutrons.are r e -  
Let eNp(jii,6xk) be the  y i e ld  of evaporation neutrons produced by 
the  incident proton group l ! T ( ~ ~ , ~ ) e  Let 
evaporation neutrons per in te rac t ing  proton a t  enerQy Ei .  The evaporation ‘. 
neutrons a re  assumed t o  have a f i s s i o n  spectrum. 
produced a r e  re la ted  t o  the incident  protons by 
yenp(zi) be the  average y i e ld  of - 
The evaporation neutrons 
- 
When neutrons a re  incident on a layer 6xk w i t h  s u f f i c i e n t  energy E i  
t o  produce secondaries a s imi la r  s e t  of equations can be wr i t ten  
where 
energy E i  a t  depth X and Cn(zi) represents the  neutron i n e l a s t i c  cross 
sect ions i n  cm2/g. Equations (17), (18) and (19) give the  cascade protons, 
cascade neutrons, and evaporation neutrons, respectively.  
n(gi,X) represents  the incident neutrons/cm2 (or  neutrons/cm2 sec)  at; - 
.‘ 
The secondary p a r t i c l e s  produced i n  a layer  6xk a r e  placed a t  the 
center  of t h i s  l ayer  f o r  calculat ing attenuation through the  remainder of 
the  sh ie ld .  
( i n  which they were born) by removing those that experience i n e l a s t i c  
co l l i s ions .  No higher generation secondary production is  calculated i n  t h i s  
ha l f  l aye r  due t o  the secondaries t h a t  were born here. 
These secondaries a r e  attenuated across the  half layer  8xk/2 
P a r t i c l e  penetrat ion through each 6xk is  accomplished using the 
s t r a i g h t  ahead approximation except for evaporation neutrons which a r e  as- 
sumed t o  be emitted isotropical ly .  
10 
1 The data  from reference 4 gives secondary yields ,  energies of secondaries, 
and i n e l a s t i c  cross sect ions a t  energies . 2 5  MeV < E < 400 MeV f o r  C,  0, A l ,  
W, Pb, and U fo r  protons and neutrons bombarding. Eata f o r  N, T i ,  and Fe 
were obtained by interpolat ing the data from reference 4 as a function of mass 
number. 
The secondary p a r t i c l e  da ta  tables i n  LPSC contain da ta  up t o  1000 MeV. 
The secondary yields  and energy of secondaries were extrapolated from 400 MeV 
t o  1000 MeV by f a i r ing  i n  a curve. 
the  i n e l a s t i c  cross sect ions a t  400 MeV are used. 
cross sec t ion  data were taken from the  l i t e r a t u r e .  
For neutron and proton energies > 400 MeV 
Low energy ( a 5  MeV) neutron 
The proton cross sec t ion  tab les  contain en t r i e s  i n  the  energy range 
10 MeV t o  1000 MeV fo r  hydrogenous materials. 
the proton cross sect ion tab les  contain data i n  the  energy range 25  MeV t o  
400 MeV. When data beyond the range of t h e  tables are required f o r  y ie lds  
and energy of secondaries the  program w i l l  extrapolate the  tab les  using a 
2 point  Lagrange interpolat ion equation. If neutron cross sections a re  cal led 
for  below the  minimum value i n  t h e  table  the  cross sect ion i s  s e t  equal t o  
zero. 
For nonhydrogenous materials 
The proton range energy t a b l e  contains data up t o  lo5 MeV. 
The y ie lds  fo r  cascade neutrons emitted when cascade neutrons a re  in-  
cident were carr ied t o  the  low energy threshold fo r  i n e l a s t i c  sca t te r ing  by 
assuming the  y ie ld  below 25 MeV would be given by the r a t i o  ~ I ~ , ~ i / c r ~ , ~ .  
is  the  t o t a l  Where cr 1 is  the i n e l a s t i c  scat ter ing cross sect ion and cr 
i n e l a s t i c  cross section. This was  accomplished fo r  t he  following materials i n  
t h i s  program: carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, aluminum, titanium, iron, uranium, 
w a t e r  and polyethylene. For lead  and tungsten the n, 2n cross sect ion w a s  
included fo r  energies < 15 MeV. 
n,x n,n 
- 
Attenuation of Secondaries 
The cascade protons are attenuated i n  the same manner as the primary 
protons. 
The s t r a i g h t  ahead approximation i s  used for  both cascade protons and 
cascade neutrons. Additional generations of secondaries produced by second- 
aries fo r  both cascade protons and cascade neutrons are calculated o r  deleted 
on command. 
In  t h i s  program cascade neutrons are assumed t o  experience i n e l a s t i c  
co l l i s ions  with nuclei  having mass numbers >9. 
t h e  incident  neutron was absorbed followed by the emission of secondary cascade 
'Reference 4 a l so  gives data  for  other elements not used i n  LPSC. 
This in te rac t ion  assumes tha t  
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and evaporation pa r t i c l e s .  This i s  the same type in te rac t ion  described fo r  
protons only now the bombarding par t ic les  are neutrons. E las t ic  co l l i s ions  
of cascade neutrons with nuclei  heavier than the neutron tend t o  produce 
s m a l l  def lect ions which r e s u l t  i n  s m a l l  energy loss, hence a small a t tenc-  
a t ion.  
Elas t ic  co l l i s ions  of cascade neiltrons i n  hydrogen do have a s igni f icant  
e f f ec t  on attenuation. This results because the  mass of the  t a rge t  is  nearly 
equal t o  the  mass of the  incident par t ic le .  Some simplifying assumptions 
were made regarding the  e l a s t i c  co l l i s ion  process i n  hydrogen. The energy of 
a neutron sca t te red  off a hydrogen nucleous w a s  averaged (and weighted using 
d i f f e r e n t i a l  cross sections) over a l l  angles of sca t te r ing .  
nucleous was assigned an energy which was the  difference between the  incident  
neutron energy and the  sca t te red  neutron energy. Both the  neutron and pro+,on 
were assumed t o  be emitted i n  the  direct ion of t he  incident neutron. Tables 
of sca t te red  neutron energies and recoil nucleous energies were calculated 
for  several  incident  neutron energies. 
The r e c o i l  
The e l a s t i c  co l l i s ion  of a proton on hydrogen nuclei  was assumed t o  
y ie ld  two protons both having the same d i rec t ion  as the  incident  p a r t i c l e  
and each proton having half  the energy of the incident par t ic le . ,  
The above assumptions for  neutrons and protons enables data  tab les  t o  
be constructed fo r  hydrogen similar t o  the secondarypar€icle  data  tab les  
for  t he  other materials. 
The method used t o  a t tenuate  the dose  from evaporation neutrons i s  
similar t o  the  one described i n  reference 2.  The d e t a i l s  of t h i s  calcula- 
t i o n  a re  presented i n  the sect ion on dose calculations.  
The da ta  tape f o r  the LPSC program contains beryllium as the only choice 
of sh ie ld  material which does not contain secondary yields .  
proton spectrum is attenuated by ionization only. 
The incident 
Primary a.Qd Caszade Proton Dose 
The primary proton flux N(Ei,Xe) which penetrates the sh ie ld  i s  con- 
ver ted t o  dose i n  rads by multiplying by the  stopping power 
o r  t i s s u e )  and a u n i t  conversion factor  U. 'J i s  i n  rad g/MeV or 
rad g sec/MeV hr 
ton rad  dose be given by Dpp then 
dE/dX (for water 




I The rem dose i s  given by 
I 
The RBE fac tors  as a function of proton energy are inser ted  i n  the  program 
as a t ab le  The RBE data w a s  obtained from reference 6. 
Equations (20) and (21)  a r e  used t o  calculate  t he  dose i n  rad and rem, 
respectively,  f o r  cascade protons where N ( z i , X t )  is  replaced by Ncp(Ej,XE), 
summation i s  accomplished over t he  index j which represents cascade proton 
energies, and (dJ3/dX)- . 
Ej 
Since dE/dX increases with a decrease i n  E there  ex i s t s  a poss ib i l i t y  
of a given proton spectrum producing a higher dose a t  some posi t ive depth than 
exis ted a t  t he  incident face. In  order t o  observe t h i s  e f f e c t  the increase i n  
dE/dX must outweigh the loss i n  pa r t i c l e  attenuation. 
Cascade Neutron Dose 
If t h e  cascade neutron f lux  t h a t  penetrates the shield i s  given by 
N ( E . , X  ) and the  cascade Keutron dose i s  given by Dcn then 
cn J 5 
- 
where A(Ej)  i s  the  f lux  t o  dose conversion fac tor  a t  neutron energy . 
i Ej  
The values of 3 
t a ined  from reference 6. 
t o  400 MeV were obtained from reference 7.  The data from 10 t o  60 MeV were 
f a i r ed  in .  These conversion fac tors  are based on calculated maximum doses 
produced i n  a s lab  of t i s sue  by normally incident  neutrons. 
A(E.)  f o r  the energy in t e rva l  0.1 MeV t o  10 MeV were ob- 
The values of A@.)  for t he  energy in te rva l  60 MeV J 
Ehaporati on Neutron Dose 
The evaporation neutron dose i s  calculated i n  a manner similar t o  t h a t  
of reference 2 with some a l t e r a t ions .  The dose, due t o  evaporation neutrons 
born i n  each EXk, i s  evaluated as the dose frdm an i n f i n i t e  plane source a t  
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the  center of 
angles and sh ie ld  layers  which a r e  neutron sources. 
6Xk (see f ig .  3). Pie Albert Welton Kernel i s  integrated over 
The rad dose from evaporation neutrons i n  the e n t i r e  s l ab  i s  given by 
where 
The index m represents the number of angles measured i n  the  in t e rva l  
0 < 8' < 90°, see f igure  3 .  The angle 8' m m 
i n t e rva l  (8m,8m+l). The index k represents t he  number of increments of 
sh i e ld  thickness EXke The index i represents the  number of energy groups 
of incident protons which produce evaporation neutrons i n  6xk. The index j 
represents  the  number of energy groups of incident  cascade neutrons which pro- 
duce evaporation neutrons i n  EXk. The un i t s  fo r  these sums a re  particles/cm2 
or  particles/cm2 sec.  
is the  midpoint of t he  angular - 
The m a x i m u  number of angles t ha t  can be used is 10. Ekperience has 
For 
shown t h a t  f i v e  angles are, 'adequaAe' i n  qeprOduCi-ng the dose calc.U&tians:&o 
two s ign i f i can t  f igures  when compared with the  10 angle calculat ion.  
mater ia ls  where the  evaporation neutron dose is  small it may be preferred t o  
run with one angle because the  running t i m e  i s  l e s s .  
The t e r m  G(XkjeA) is the  attenuation kernel. For hydrogenous material 
G i s  t h e  Albert Welton kernel using the coef f ic ien ts  derived by Casper 
(ref.  8) .  For nonhydrogenous mater ia l  G is  used as shown by reference 2.  
where 
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Equation (27)  represents a s t r a i g h t  l i n e  extrapolat ion of F(q) versus q fo r  
0 < q < 2.0. - -  
F(7) = 0.772 - 0.065 q, 0 - < 7 < 2.0 
IcmaX 
ri=k 
S, = removal cross sec t ion  f o r  material  n i n  cm2/g 
rn = s l a n t  path length through material  n i n  g/cm2 
Kn = a constant 
/cn = 1.0 f o r  a l l  hydrogenous mater ia ls  
K, = 1.0 f o r  2 < Z < 6 fo r  nonhydrogenous mater ia ls  - -  
K, = 0.5 f o r  Z 3 6 for nonhydrogenous materials 
Hn = t he  r a t i o  of hydrogen density i n  material  n t o  hydrogen density i n  
water 
Pn = t he  density of mater ia l  r, i n  g/cm3 
Kmx = t h e  maximum value t o  the index on t he  number of 6Xn 
A s  the  detector  point moves the 
layers  being 
calculated t o  the detector  point ,  
value of hx w i l l  change. 
The index i n  equation (25)  starts at. K and progresses t o  bx. This 
ind ica tes  t h a t  source layers  a re  numbered 1 s t a r t i n g  a t  the  incident face and 
progress t o  & a t  the detector face. Therefore the  at tenuat ion applied t o  
t he  Kth l aye r  i s  from K 
p r i n t  bound the  value of Lx w i l l  change. See f igure  2. t o  Gax. 
A s  the  calculat ion progresses t o  a new 
(C1,C2,C3,C4) = (5.389 X lo-’, 0.3492, 0.4223, 0.6984) (29) 
Casper i n  reference 8 derived the coeff ic ients  i n  equation ,(29) t o  fit the 
data i n  t h e  range of 10 cm t o  130 cm f r o m  t h e  source i n  water. 
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Equation (29) represents a departure from reference 2.  
The value of C1 = 5.389 X: l om9  is f o r  source terms i n  particles/cm 2 . 
Then G is  i n  (rad/flare)/(neutrons/cm2). If the  source terms a r e  i n  
neutrons/cm2 sec then C1 = 3600 X 5.389 X: and G i s  i n  ( rad/hr) /  
(neutrons/cm2 sec)  . 
If the sh i e ld  is a l l  nonhydrogenous G(Xk,8&) is  calculated using 
equations (25) and (27)  where 
G(Xk,BA) is  calculated using equations (25), (26), and (27) where 
7 = 0. I f  the  sh i e ld  i s  a l l  hydrogenous 
7 # 0. 
When some layers  following l aye r  n contain hydrogen and some do not, 
the method of reference 2 is used. Replace Sn with SnZn. Then i f  non- 
hydrogenous mater ia l  follows layer  n, s e t  Zn = Kn. I f  hydrogenous mater ia l  
follows layer  n, then 2, is  selected as  follows: 
If 
K, = 1.0 then 2, = 1.0 
i f  
K, = 0.5 then 2, i s  taken as the  minimum of 
2, = 1.0 or 
K 
'max 
2n = 0.5 + 1 5 2 tn 2) 
n=k+l 
The Albert-Welton Kernel (eq. 25) with F(7)  defined as i n  equation (26), 
per ta ins  t o  neutrons with a f i s s i o n  energy spectrum. Ber t in i ' s  data  indicates  
t h a t  the  evaporation neutron energy spectrum is harder than the  f i s s i o n  spectrum 
when inc ident  p a r t i c l e  energies a r e  > 25 MeV. This w i l l  tend t o  make the  calcu- 
l a t e d  dose from these evaporation neutrons low. 
produce secondary p a r t i c l e s  i n  t h i s  program. 
Equation (23) calculates  the rad dose from evaporation neutrons. 
Evaporation neutrons do not 
The rem 
dose i s  obtained by multiplying the  rad dose by an RBE of 10. 
r ead i ly  changed i n  the  program t o  any value considered more applicable.  
The RBE can be 
Total  Doses and Flux and Source Terms 
In  addi t ion  t o  calculat ing the  individual dose components previously 
mentioned t h e  program ca lcu la tes  the t o t a l  proton dose, the  t o t a l  neutron dose, 
I 1 
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and the t o t a l  dose from a l l  par t ic les .  If dN/dE or  N(>E) is  input i n  
protons/[cm2 MeV flare) o r  
rad/f lare  and rem/flare. If dN/dE is i n  protons/(cm2 MeV sec) then the  
doses calculated are i n  rad/hr and rem/hr. 
protons/(cm2 f lare) ,  the  doses calculated are 
The LPSC w i l l  ca lculate  the pa r t i c l e  f lux  a t  each p r i n t  bound i n  
particles/cm2 or  particles/cm2 sec. 
i n  un i t s  of neutrons/g or  neutrons/g sec a r e  a l so  calculated for  each 6X 
layer .  
The evaporation neutron source s t rengths  
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION LPSC 
The Lewis Proton Shielding Code (LPSC) consis ts  of the  main program 









D O S E  
PROPTY 
calculates  i n i t i a l  proton flux as a function of i n i t i a l  incident 
energy. 
sets up energy in te rva ls  a t  ex i t  face of s l ab  and a t  a l l  i n t e r -  
mediate p r i n t  out bounds a t  which pr inted output i s  desired; 
uses these energy groups t o  ca lcu la te  i n i t i a l  incident energy 
in te rva ls  and with FLUXEQ establishes i n i t i a l  proton spectrum. 
calculates  the  evaporation neutron dose based on the  source 
terms from the midpoints of each 6X increment. 
computes t h e  cross sect ions of protons and neutrons as a function 
of energy. 
in te rpola t ion  scheme based on Lagrange fundamental formula fo r  
interpolat ion.  
ca lcu la tes  the  y i e ld  of secondary pa r t i c l e s  per co l l i s ion  as a 
function of t he  type and energy of the  bombarding pa r t i c l e .  
a dual purpose subroutine which calculates  the  range as a function 
of energy, and the energy as a function of range. 
computes the energy of cascade protons and neutrons as a function 
of t he  type and energy of the bombarding pa r t i c l e .  
computes proton and neutron f lux t o  dose conversion fac tors  fo r  
doses i n  rad (or  rad/hr) and rem (o r  rem/hr) as a function of 
energy. 
t ransmits  a l l  material  properties from magnetic tape t o  disk 
s torage fo r  f a s t e r  access and transmits tab les  of f lux  t o  dose 
conversion factors  t o  core storage. 
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SORT is a general purpose sor t ing routine. 
The main program PISR is  divided i n t o  four separate sections.  
first section the input data is entered i n t o  the computing machine and large 
blocks of storage a r e  i n i t i a l i z e d  fo r  l a t e r  use. 
the calculations for  the attenuation of t he  primary protons, and the c o l l i -  
sions producing secondary pa r t i c l e s .  
be born a t  the midpoint of each 
the second half of the 6X subinterval. The dose calculations a r e  contained 
i n  the t h i r d  section of the main program, and section four controls the output 
of data. 
In  the 
The second section contains 
A l l  secondary pa r t i c l e s  a re  assumed t o  
6X subinterval and a r e  attenuated across 
Subroutine n;uxEQ calculates  the  f lux values of the proton spectrum. 
incident on the sh ie ld  a t  various energies. 
t i on  number, entered a s  input, specifies the par t icular  ana ly t ica l  equation 
t h a t  simulates the spectrum or the table of values of f lux versus energy that 
defines the spectrum. These equations represent e i the r  the in t eg ra l  or  d i f -  
f e r e n t i a l  spec t r a l  forms. The.code converks the r i g i d i t y  spec t r a l  equations 
t o  energy and a l l  calculated spectra are presented i n  terms of energy. 
I n  subroutine INVALU an equa- 
The INVALU subroutine is  a two section program which computes a l l  the 
i n i t i a l  data f o r  a par t icu lar  problem. 
putation of the AX in te rva ls  and 6 X  subintervals and then establ ishes  
the energy bounds and average energy f o r  each energy group a t  the i n i t i a l  
incident face.  I n  par t  two, the number of pa r t i c l e s  i n  each energy group i s  
calculated using the spec t r a l  values determined i n  subroutine FWXEQ. If 
an in t eg ra l  type spectrum is t o  be used, the  
boundary energies of each group and the number of par t ic les  i n  each group is  
obtained by differencing the successive values a t  the boundary energies. 
d i f f e r e n t i a l  dN/dE is evaluated a t  the average energy fo r  each group, and 
the  number of pa r t i c l e s  i n  each group is computed by multiplying this  value 
of by the difference i n  boundary energies f o r  that group. 
The first section contains the com- 
N ( X )  is evaluated a t  the 
The 
W/dE 
The evaporation neutron dose is computed i n  subroutine EVNEDO. The 
f irst  sect ion contains the input statements f o r  the materials which comprise 
the sh ie ld  t o  be analyzed and the computation of the angles t o  be used f o r  
the dose calculat ions.  
f o r  each angle and 6X subinterval. The first i s  the summation of the 
product-quotient 
ment mult ipl ier  2 sometimes being included t o  account fo r  the var ia t ion of 
materials i n  the makeup of the s l ab .  Section three computes the evaporation 
neutron source terms fo r  each 6 X  subinterval and a l so  computes the evap- 
orat ion neutron dose a t  each p r in t  bound based on the above summations. 
The second part computes and saves two summations 
Hr/P, while the second i s  the product KSr, w i t h  an adjust-  
Subroutine PROFTY controls the input of data f o r  each material  and the 
f lux  t o  dose conversion fac tor  tables  from the magnetic tape t o  the computing 
machine. The data tape is  mounted on logical  tape un i t  3 and the mate- 
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r i a l  data i s  then t ransfer red  t o  d i sk  storage t o  decrease access time, i f  
a d i s k  i s  avai lable ,  or t o  log ica l  uni t  4 i f  a d isk  is not avai lable .  This 
t ransfer r ing  of data reduces the poss ib i l i t y  of destroying the  master data 
tape i n  the  process of program execution. The flux t o  dose conversion 
f ac to r  t ab le s  are t ransfer red  d i r ec t ly  i n t o  computer storage. 
sec t ion  of PROPTY controls the  t ransfer  of mater ia l  data i n t o  computer 
s torage and i n i t i a l i z e s  the various subroutines involved fo r  the  necessary 
eorrsta.at&;and tae , :of  int.@pphti,on, i t6_be%pgi&, t'o:%e?data. , If 0 a c e l l  : 
is  made Tor a material which is not avai lable  the  program w i l l  s top  and 
p r i n t  out an appropriate e r ror  message. 
The second 
1 
The remaining subroutines, XS, LAGRNG, YIELDS, RANGE, CASNRG, DOSEK, 
and SORT a re  a l l  s t r a i g h t  forward and require  no f'urther explanation. 
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INPUT DATA FOR LPSC 
Comments or i den t i f i ca t ion  ID 
Most of the data used by LPSC is on a data tape. This includes the  
range energy tables ,  secondary p a r t i c l e  y i e ld  f'unctions, e n e r a  of second- 
a ry  pa r t i c l e s ,  cross sections,  mass stopping power, f lux  t o  dose conversion 
fac tors  and an RBE table .  
b 
The following data  is  input on cards: 
NOCIE - t h e  number of i den t i f i ca t ion  or comments cards pr inted a t  the  begin- 
ning of each s e t  of output data. 
even if blank, and'a m a 2 i m u n  of 99 is peYmWsiBle. 
-
A min imum of one (1) card is  required, 
'Format :(11). 
CARD - The comments or  i den t i f i ca t ion  card(s) t o  be printed; a t o t a l  of 
m S  required. 
t r o l ,  include appropriate control  character i n  card column one (1) of com- 
ments card. Format (12A6). 
If p r i n t  pos i t ion  one (1) on output is f o r  carr iage con- 
SPBND - The minimum energy i n  MeV of incident protons which produce second- 
ary par t i c l e s .  
-
S " D  - The minimum energy i n  MeV of incident neutrons which produce sec- 
ondary pa r t i c l e s .  
-
P 
1 6 7 1 2  13 18 1 9  24 25 30 31 34 35 38 39 42 
xx.x xx.x xx.x xx.x xx.x X X X 
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L i m i t  1 
PDSEWD ,-* The minimum energy i n  MeV for computing proton dose due t o  ioniza- 
t ion .  
NDSBND -.The min imum energy i n  MeV for computing cascade neutron dose. 
BNDLOW - The min imum energy i n  MeV of the i n i t i a l  incident primary proton 
spectrum. 
KNTRP - A control  governing the various generations of protons t o  be ca l -  
culated. I f  KNTRP = 1, primary protons only w i l l  be calculated; = 2, 
primary and first generation secondary protons and evaporation neutrons 
produced by primary protons w i l l  be calculated; - 3, primary and a l l  gen- 
erat ions of secondary protons and evaporatdan neutrons produced by a l l  
protons. 
-
KNTRN - The control  f o r  the generations of neutrons t o  be calculated. 
KNTRN = 1, first generation cascade neutrons a r e  calculated; - 2, a l l  
generations of cascade neutrons and evaporation neutrons from cascade 
neutrons a r e  calculated.  
For -
SOFENO - Material number for 
calculat ions.  
dE/dX (of receiver)  t a b l e  t o  be used i n  dose 
I SOFENO I Material I 
KOSW - Branching controls  fo r  various calculations throughout the  program. 
Provision has been made for 36 such controls but not a l l  of them a re  used. 
The following l i s t  describes the e f f ec t  when the  control  is s e t  equal t o  1 or 
2 ;  f o r  any other  number some type of error is  l i k e l y  t o  occur. 
i n  parentheses r e f e r s  t o  a spec i f i c  card column.) 
-
(The number 
KOSW (1) = 1, omit t ab le  of neutron source terms; 
KOSW (3) = 1, omit t ab le  of i n i t i a l  incident energy group bounds, de l t a  
dN/dE a t  the  
N(>E) a t  energy group bounds, and the number of 
= 2, p r i n t  t a b l e  of neutron source terms; 
and average energy fo r  each group, value of 
energy or 
i n  each group; 





KOSW (5) = 1, calcu la te  the dose a t  each sh ie ld  p r i n t  bound; 
= 2, ca lcu la te  the dose of the i n i t i a l  incident primary proton 
spectrum only without performing any fur ther  sh ie ld  calcula- 
t ions;  
KOSW ( 7 )  I 1, energy group bounds f o r  cascade neutron spectrum is the sane 
as tha t  fo r  i n i t i a l  proton energy group bounds; 
data; 
P 2, energy group bounds f o r  cascade neutron d i s t r ibu t ion  a r e  input 
KOSW (9) = 1, omit t ab le s  of energies of proton p a r t i c l e s  incfdent a t  a l l  
6X 
sections.  
l aye r s  and associated proton cross-sections; ' 
= 2, p r i n t  %tables of energies of protons and associated cross- 
(This data  can be used f o r  checking purposes.); 
KOSW (11) = 1, omit t ab le s  of primary and secondary proton and cascade 
neutron spectrum source terms a t  intermediate p r i n t  bounds 
and e x i t  face; 
= 2, p r i n t  t ab les  of a l l  spectrum source terms a t  intermediate 
p r i n t  bounds and e x i t  face; 
KOSW (13) = 1, i n i t i a l  incident proton spectra  data i s  not time integrated; 
= 2, calculat ions a re  based on time integrated i n i t i a l  incident 
proton spectra  data; 
KOSW (15) = 1, construct addi t ional  energy groups a t  intermediate p r i n t  
= 2, construct addi t ional  energy groups a t  intermediate p r i n t  
bounds using equal increments; 
bounds using var iably spaced increments; 
KOSW (17) =r 1, omit table of t o t a l  proton and cascade neutron f lux  terms; 
= 2, p r i n t  t a b l e  of t o t a l  proton and cascade neutron f lux  terms; 
KOSW (19) = 1, i n i t i a l  incident energy group boundaries a r e  calculated from 
the energy group bounds a t  t he  e x i t  face and intermediate 
p r i n t  bounds; 
P 2, i n i t i a l  incident energy group boundaries a r e  input data. 
(This fea ture  is  u s e m  f o r  a monoenergetic case);  
KOSW (21) = 1, calculat ion of proton dose f ac to r s  due t o  nuclear in te rac t ion  
is bypassed; 
= 2, proton dose f ac to r s  due t o  nuclear in te rac t ion  a re  calculated.  
This vers ion of the  program i s  equippedto handle t h i s  type of dose computa- 
t ion;  however, a t  present there  is  no r e l i ab le  data f o r  these calculations 
and KOSW (21) should be set equal t o  1. 
may be used i n  place of the  t ab le  of zeros now i n  the program. 




I For the following control  switches (card columns 25 through 36), the  
program uses l i n e a r  in te rpola t ion  on the raw data when the  branching control  
equals 1; and for  the control  switch equal t o  2 the  program replaces the r a w  
data by the logarithms (base 10) of the data  and then uses l i n e a r  interpo- 
l a t i o n  on the  logarithms. 
cluded t o  increase the  accuracy of the calculat ions,  however the  use of t h i s  
option w i l l  a l s o  increase the computing time necessary f o r  any problem. 
KOSW (25), range-energy; 
KOSW (26), proton cross-section; 
KOSW (27) ,  neutron cross-section; 
KOSW (28) ,  emitted y ie lds  f o r  protons bombarding; 
KOSW (29), emitted yields  fo r  neutrons bombarding; 
KOSW (30), energy of cascade p a r t i c l e s  f o r  protons bombarding; 
KOSW (31), energy of cascade p a r t i c l e s  f o r  neutrons bombarding; 
KOSW (32), dE/dX mass stopping power; 
KOSW (33), r e l a t i v e  b io logica l  effectiveness (RBE); 
KOSM (34), cascade neutron f lux  t o  dose f ac to r s  f o r  rad  or  rad/hr uni ts ;  
KOSW (35), cascade neutron f lux  t o  dose f ac to r s  f o r  rem or rem/hr uni ts ;  
KOSW (36),  proton (nuclear in te rac t ion)  f lux t o  dose fac tors .  
I 
The interpolat ion w i t h  logarithms option was in-  
(This t ab le  
present ly  contains zeros.) Set KOSW (36) equal t o  1. 
I 
1 4 5 8  
x x x x  
FORMAT (3611) 
1 2+ 36 
XXXXXXXXXMTl x x x x x x x x x xf. 
73 80 
L i m i t  2 
NOX - The number of sh ie ld  thicknesses or p r i n t  bounds a t  
desired.  The maximum number permissable is  20. 
-
73K0sw80 1 
which data is  
NOANG - The number of angles used i n  computing the evaporation neutron 
dose. 
Format ( 2 14) 
-




The seven pieces of data  which follow are  needed f o r  each sh ie ld  thickness 
a t  which data is t o  be pr inted - a t o t a l  of NOX cards. 
X ( J )  -- The sh ie ld  thickness i n  g/cm2 a t  t he  Jth p r i n t  bound; 
NOD2X(J) - The number of 
bounds. 
The t o t a l  number of 6X 'increments for t h e  e n t i r e  sh i e ld  must be < 200. 
6X increments between the  Jth and (J-l)th p r i n t  
If J = 1, the  (J-l)th p r i n t  bound is  assumed t o  be a t  X = 0. 
- 
- The property number for  the mater ia l  between the Jth and 
p r i n t  bounds. This version contains data  fo r  the following mate- 
r ia ls  : 
b 
7 10 11 14 15 28 23 30 31 38 39 44 73 80 
xx woc x.- X.XXXX X.xXXXX X.X MATERIAL 





























1 3  
xx 
If KOSW(19) = 1, the  following data is required t o  e s t ab l i sh  the  energy 
I group bounds a t  the  e x i t  face and intermediate p r i n t  bounds. 
73 80 
1 or  
NOINT 2 
1.) NOINTS(1) - The number of groups of equal energy increments a t  the  
e x i t  face, a maximum of 25 groups permissible. 
i 
1 8 9 12 13 20 21 24 25 32 33 36 37 44 45 48 49 56 
xxxx.x xx XXXX.X xx xxxx.x xx xxxx.x xx x m . x  
57 59 61 68 
xx xxxx.x 
Then NOINTS(1) pa i r s  of numbers defined by: 
2.) EOMAX(J,l) - The maximum energy i n  MeV of the  Jth group of equal 
energy increments a t  t he  e x i t  face. 
i n t e rva l s  has a maximum energy of 100 MeV and the  f i f t h  group 200 MeV, then 
EOMAX(4,l) = 100 and EOMAX(5,l) = 200. 
For example, i f  the f o w t h  group of 
3.) NOINCR( J,1) - The number of energy increments i n  the  fib group at 
t h e  e x i t  face, -i.e., i f  the  f i f t h  group has 5 increments, then NOINCR(5,l) - 5 
and the  increment s i z e  The t o t a l  number of energy 
increments a t  the e x i t  face or  any intermediate p r i n t  bound cannot exceed 300. 
Use as many cards as required w i t h  6 pairs  of number per card. 
Format (F8.0, 14, F8.0, 14, F8.0, 14, F8.0, Ik, F8.0, If, F8..0, 14) 
6E = (200-100)/5 = 20 MeV. 
For KOSW(15) = 2, a s e t  of data similar t o  1) through 3) is needed which 
appl ies  to the  i n i t i a l  face and a l l  intermediate p r i n t  out boundaries i - e . ,  
4) NOINTS(2), 5) EOMAX(J,Z), and 6) NOINCR(J,2). 
t h e  energy grouping appl ies  t o  the  whole energy grid,  a t  the i n i t i a l  face and 
p r i n t  bounds these groups are used t o  determine the  energy g r i d  between 
E = Eo and E = 0 only, where Eo is the energy on the i n i t i a l  face or  
~h p r i n t  bound which degrades t o  
bound or  e x i t  face. 
@h p r i n t  bound is  calculated from the  energy g r id  a t  the  (K +- l)th p r i n t  
bound or  e x i t  face. 
Whereas a t  t he  e x i t  face 
E - 0 a t  the  (K + l)th intermediate p r i n t  
The remainder of  the energy g r i d  a t  t he  i n i t i a l  face or 
If KOSW(15) = 1, data 4) through 6) are replaced by 
? ’ ?  . 1 8 7  ’ 1 1 ’  1 ,. n - 3  I /  
4l.) NDE - the number of equal energy increments i n to  which the range E = 0 -
24 
1 3  
xx 
t o  E = Eo 
bounds, i.e., i n  the range (O,Eo) there w i l l  be NDE increments of s i z e  
6E = Eo/NDE. Format (13). 
w i l l  be divided a t  t h e  i n i t i a l  face and intermediate p r i n t  out 
' 
7 3  80 
NDE 
1 12 
+x.xxxxxE + xx 
+ 




1 3  
xx 
The monoenergetic case or any case for which the  energy g r i d  a t  the 
i n i t i a l  incident  face is  t o  be input can be computed by s e t t i n g  KOSW(19) = 2, 
omitting data  words 1.) through 7.)  above, and inser t ing  t h e  following 
information: 
7 3  80 
KEI 
Format (13) 
1 9 10 18 19 27 28 36 
X X X X ~ X  . X X X X ~ X  XXXX-X XXXX-x 
37 45 46 54 55 63 64 72 7 3  80 
XXXX-X XXXX-x XXXX-x XXXX.X E1 
E 1  - The energy bounds f o r  each group, a t o t a l  of KEI. 
permitted is  300. Format (8F9.0) 
The maximum number 
The spectrum simulation is  controlled by two or more cards as follows: 
MOVE -- A cont ro l  fo r  t he  type of spectrum t o  be used. 
MOVE - 2,  and for If  F(E) = dN/dE, ?(E) = N(>E), MOVE - 2. 
EQNO - The number of the  equation or method describing the proton spectrum 
a t  the i n i t i a l  incident  face. Seven d i f fe ren t  form, numbered 1 through 7, 
a r e  ava i lab le  and described below. 
-
TITLE - An iden t i f i ca t ion  fo r  the t i t l e  or name of t he  spectrum. A maximum -
25 
1 3  4 6 7  72 73 80 
X x Name of spectrum CONTRL 1 
of 66 characters, including blank spaces, are permitted for this identification. 
Format (213, 1q6) 
1 4  
xx 
73 80 
FLUX 3, l  
If EQNO = 1, F(E) = AE'B 
t 
1 8 9  18 19 26 27 36 37 44 45 54 
=.xx +x.xxdEyy xxx.xx +x.xxxEfyy xxx.xx +x.xxxEkyy - 
The coefficients A and B in the equation are input. Format (2E12.5) - - 
55 62 
xxx.xx 
1 12 I13 24 73 80 
If EQNO = 2, C(P) = N( >P) = A exp( -P/P,) 
MOVE = Z on CONTROL 1 and the coefficients A and Po replace A and B 
on CONTROL 2. Format (2E12.S) - 
IF EQNO = 3, a table of values is to be read as input. 
In place of card C O W L  2, read the following: 
NOENTS - The number of entries in the table on card FLUX 3,l. 
100 entries in the table is permitted. 
A mqimum of 
Format (14) 
m +x.xxxEyy FLUX 3,2 
Continue with as many cards as required. 
26 
1 12 
+x . XxxxxByy 
If EQNO = 4, F(E) = A(E) exp(-B(E)) 
+ 
13 24 25 36 37 48 73 80 
3x. xxxxxEfyy f x  . Xxxxxmyy fx.  XxxxxEfyy FLUX 4A 
1 12 
+X-Xxxxx6ty~ 
The a i  a r e  input as i n  card FLUX 4A. - 
13 24 25 36 37 48 73 80 
fx.- ~ X ~ X I K X X X E ~ ~ ~  ;~ .XXXXXB~Y FLUX 4B 
The ai a r e  input as i n  card FLUX 4A. - 
MOVE - 2 on CONTRL 1 and the input A and 5 a r e  i n  FOWT (2312.5) as on 
CONTRL 2. 
For, EQNO = 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, MOVE may be e i the r  1 or 2 depending on the 
data t o  be used. 
"he l as t  s e t  of cards construct the cascade neutron energy table .  The 





11 20 21 30 31 60 73 80 
Xxx.X XXX.X . . .  NUEXBD 
TAPFIX Program 
1 4 5  
xx 
Program TAPFIX is  a FORTRAN IV computer program which generates f'rom 
t ab le s  of data punched i n  cards a data tape t o  be used with the  Lewis Proton 
Shielding Code (LPSC). 
The first half  of TAPFIX deals  with the property data  f o r  various mater ia ls  
and the second pa r t  controls the tables  of f lux  t o  dose conversion factors .  
Following is a l ist ,  i n  sequent ia l  order, of t he  data  and formats necessary 
t o  generate a tape which i s  compatible with CPSC. 
The tape t o  be generated i s  mounted on log ica l  u n i t  3. 
h 
8 73 80 
xx LIMITS 
NOMAT 1 - the  number of various materials for  which shielding data is  
avai lable .  
NOMAT 2 - the  number of receiver  materials for  which tab les  of . dE/dx ( t o  be 
used i n  dose calculat ions)  a r e  avai lable  i n  t h i s  program. 
Following t h i s  card should be NOMAT 1 sets  of data, one f o r  each material .  
I'4&TNO - t h e  number assigned t o  each material  ( see  l i s t  on page 22); hydro- 
genous materials a r e  i n  the  range 1 through 49, nonhydrogenous mater ia ls  a r e  
assigned numbers greater  than 100. 
-
NOFCOM - t h e  number of elements comprising a given material .  
i n  LPSC are s ingle  element materials except water and polyethylene which 
contain two elements. The program is coded t o  allow compounds with up t o  
four elements. 
f e r e n t  from the  y i e lds  for  elements i n  the following way. 
All the  materials 
The t ab le  en t r i e s  for secondary y ie lds  of compounds a re  d i f -  
For a compound, 
28 
i 
the  y ie lds  f o r  each element a re  mul t ip l i ed  by the r a t i o  of the i n e l a s t i c  
cross sect ion of t he  ith element t o  the t o t a l  i n e l a s t i c  cross sec t ion  f o r  
the compound,thus the f r ac t ion  of incident p a r t i c l e s  t h a t  co l l i de  with the  
ith nucleous produce y ie lds  from the  ith nucleous etc.  This requires  sec- 
ondary y ie lds  and secondary energies f d r  each’element ‘of each compqund-bi. 
If the compound is hydrogenous, the  hydrogen data must be placed first i n  
each group of tables.  The cross section t ab le s  fo r  neutrons and protons 
bombarding a r e  f o r  the  ccmFound or  element which ever applies.  
1 4 5  8 9  21 22 25 26 29 30 33 34 37 38 41 42 45 46 49 
‘ x x x  x +x.xxxxxxEfYY xx xx xx xx xx xx xx 
GMWT - gram molecular weight of the par t icu lar  material .  -
Ll - length of t he  range-energy table .  -
L2 - length of the energy of cascade pa r t i c l e  t ab le  - protons bombarding. - 
- LJ - length of the  energy of cascade pa r t i c l e  t ab le  - neutrons bombarding. 
- L4 - length of the  emitted y i e ld  t ab le  - protons bombarding. 
- L5 - length of the  emitted y ie ld  t ab le  - neutrons bombarding. 
ENERGY - energy g r i d  i n  MeV f o r  range-energy table .  
RANGE - associated range f o r  each entry i n  ENEBGY grid.  
FORMAT (8E9.3) 
(L1 pa i r s  of numbers) -







EPRNU - associated energy i n  MeV of cascade neutron produced (L2 tr iads of 
numbers). 
associated energy i n  MeV of  cascade proton produced. -
-
8 9  . 16 17 24 25 32133 40141 48 [9 r56 
+x.-y k€.XxEkY +-x.xxEkY kx.XxE2Y +X.rn+Y x.xxFlfY 
FORMAT (938.2) 
xxx.x x.xxx x.xxx x.xxx xxx.x x.xxx x.xxx X.XXX i 
7 kx . XXEkY 
ENRGNU - energy i n  MeV of bombarding neutron f o r  cascade p a r t i c l e  energy 
table. 
ENlTpR - associated energy i n  MeV of cascade proton produced. -
EXLJNU - associated energy i n  MeV of cascade neutron produced. 
of nmbers)  
(L3 triads -
FORMAT (Same as  f o r  energy of cascade pa r t i c l e  t ab le  - protons bombarding) 
ENERFB - energy i n  MeV of bombarding proton f o r  emitted y ie ld  table; 
YPRCP - associated cascade proton yield per i n e l a s t i c  event; -
YPRCB - associated cascade neutron yield per i n e l a s t i c  event; 
- ?IpREN - associated evaporation neutron y ie ld  per i n e l a s t i c  event; (L4 groups 
of numbers) 
-
=NU - energy i n  MeV oftbombarding neutron f o r  eq i t t edYyie ld  table;  
YNJCP - associated cascade proton y i e l d  per i n e l a s t i c  event; -
YNlTCN - associated cascade neutron yield per i n e l a s t i c  event; 





FORMAT (Same as f o r  y i e ld  tab les  with protons bombarding) 
EBOMF' - energy i n  MeV of proton pa r t i c l e  f o r  cross-section table;  






8 14 15 21 22 28'29" 35 36 42 43 49 50 56 57 63 64 70 
xxx.x xxx.x xxxx, XXX.X xxx.x xxx.x xxx.x xxx.x xxx.x 
. 
1 4 5  8 9 1 2 1 3  16 73 80 
x x x x x x  xx 








FORMAT (Same a s  fo r  proton cross section t ab le )  
This concludes the  l i s t  of property data f o r  each mater ia l .  The follow- 
ing data a r e  f lux  t o  dose conversion factors  f o r  protons and neutrons. 
- L8 - l ength  of the r e l a t i v e  b io logica l  effectiveness t ab le  (RBE) 
L3 -- l ength  of neutron f lux  t o  dose fac tors  t ab le  f o r  r ad  or rad/hr un i t s  
U.0 - length of neutron f lux  t o  dose factors  t ab le  f o r  rem o r  rem/& un i t s  
L11 -- length of proton (nuclear interact ion)  flux t o  dose f ac to r s  table 
-
FORMAT (414) 
RBENRG - energy value i n  MeV fo r  the RBEtable 





1 7 8  16 17 23 24 32 33 39 40 48 49 55 
XXX.X +x.xxxBY xxx.x +x.xxxBY XXX.X +x*xxxEkY XXX.X 




KlNRG - energy value i n  MeV for  neutron f lux  t o  dose conversion tab le  i n  
rad or  rad/hr uni ts .  
K l  - associated neutron f lux  t o  dose conversion fac tor  i n  (rad/hr)/ 
Eeutrons/cm2 sec) (L9 pa i r s  of mmbers). 
-
FORMAT (Same as for  RBE table) .  
K2NRG - energy value i n  MeV fo r  neutron f lux  t o  dose conversion tab le  i n  
rem or  r em/b  uni ts .  
-
~2 - associated neutron flux t o  dose conversion factor-:bn (rem/hr)/ 
Geutron/cm2 sec) (LlO pai rs  of numbers) 
FORMAT (Same as fo r  RBE table)  
KNRG -- energy value i n  MeV f o r  proton (nuclear interact ion)  f lux  t o  dose 
conversion table .  
KK -- associated proton flux t o  dose conversion factor  {Ll& pai rs  of numbers). 
FORMAT (Same as for  RBE table) .  
t h i s  version of the code due t o  the poor data available.  
This l a s t  table has zero value en t r ies  i n  
The l a s t  data entered on the tape is T\OL'T 2 s e t s  of dE/dx tables;  
one for  each receiver material  chosen. 
MATNO 2 - the receiver material cumber 
(See t a b l e  on page 19) 
L12 -- length of the dE/dx tab le .  
FOFMAT (214)  
32 
MENRG - energy value ii MeV f o r  
DEDX - associated 
&E/& dose conversion table. 
dE/dx eo-nvwsion value i n  MeV cm2/g (L12 pa i r s  of num- 
bers) 
FORMAT (Same as fo r  RBE tab le)  
Sample PrDblem 
A sample problem constructed f o r  ins t ruc t iona l  purposes follows. The 
problem was t o  c a l m l a t e  spectra  and doses a+, three p r i n t  boundaries fo r  a water 
sh i e ld  30 g/cm2 thick.  
30 g/cmz. 
The p r i c t  bounds were chosen a t  10 g/cm2, 20 g/cm2 and 
A t i m e  integrated type protori spectrum w a s  used where 
IY(>E) = 7.15Xl~ 0'' *12 protons/cm 2 
when the  values a t  10 g / c d  a re  calculated the program assumes that the sh ie ld  
consis ts  of 10 g/cm2 only and s i m i l a r l y  for t he  calculations a t  20 and 30 g/cm2. 
The prirnary protons aid a l l  generations of cascade protons, cascade neu- 
t rons,  and evaporation neutron a r e  calculated. The i so t ropic  emission of 
evaporation neutrons is  simulated using f i v e  angles. 
Table I contains the input data  f o r  the sample problem. The first card 
indicates  the  number of c.oments cards which follow. The card labeled LIMIT 1 
contains the  cut-off energies fo r  the production of secondary pa r t i c l e s  by 
protons, secondary pa r t i c l e s  by neutrons, proton dose calculations,  neutron 
dose calculations,  incident proton energy, and two control  numbers used t o  
control  the calculat ion of secozldary par t ic ies  and a receiver  material number 
respect ively.  
manner of interpolat ion i n  the various data tab les .  The next card containing 
a 3 and 5 indicate  t.he number of p r i n t  bOiZAds and the number of angles used 
i n  the evaporation neutror: calculatior:., respect ively.  The number of angles 
used i n  the  evaporation neutron c s i m l a t i o n  is  < 10. Slnce the  running t i m e  
of the program i s  angle depenaent, f i v e  angles &e recommended. 
cases where the evaporation neutron dose i s  less than 1 o r  2 percent of the 
t o t a l  dose. For these cases orie m y  want t o  use one angle which w i l l  result 
i n  the evaporation neutrons running faster. 
p r i n t  bounds, the number of 6X cork,aix?il i n  AX, t h e m a t e r i a l  property num- 
ber, the mater ia l  density, the  hydrogen r a t i o ,  the removal cross sect ion 
' 
(oxygen only) and the value of K .  
indicates  the  number of AE boundaries where 6E may change f o r  the  e x i t  
face.  The next card 
indicates  t h a t  there  ex i s t s  6 energies between 0 aEd 6 MeV, 2 energies be- 
tween 6 and 10 MeV, 5 energies between 10 and 60 MeV, e tc .  The next set 
of data constructs  the e x i t  energy bounds a t  intermediate p r i n t  boundaries. 
The next card labeled E Max 
be considered. 
The next card labeled KCESW c o c t r d s  the  p r i n t  of data and the  
There are  
%e next 3 cards contain the  
The riext card cor,tair,ing the  number 6 
These represect  nonzero energies a+, the e x i t  face. 
i s  the maximum eEergy of incident protons t o  
The next two cards labeled FLUX 1 define the  proton spec- 
33 
TABLE I. - INPUT DATA FOR S W L E  PROBLEM 
2 
SAMPLE DRC3LEu 
W A T E R  SHIELD 
IC. 10.0 2.13 2.0 2 0 . 3 ( !  3 2 2 
2 3 1 2 1 2 7 2 7 1 1 7 7 3 ' 7 2 7 7 2 7 7 1  
3 5  
1c. 2 c  1 1.c 1.0 0 0 7 3  1 .^ 
2c. 10 1 1.Q 1 .cI .n33 1.: 
3 c .  i c  1 1.n 1.9 .c33 1 .c 
6 
6 .  6 19. 2 6 3 .  5 100. 2 € ? e .  
7 
5 .  6 10. 2 2P. 4 4 3 .  1c l??. 
IrGC. 2 
+i.orcrc=+n~ 
1 1 N = A + E * * ( - B )  
+ 7 . 4 5 4 : C C + 1 2 ' 2 . 1 2 0 C ' ~ + ~ '  
17 
1 ?C':. 4 C C .  3 3 3 .  2 " 3 .  13r ; .  ? 0 . 
5 c .  4 c .  3c. 2 0 .  A d .  
4 .  2. ?. 






5 lcq?.  i EINT 1 
NOINT 2 






5 C .  NUENBD 
5.  NUENBD 
NUENBD 
TABLE 11. - INPUT DATA PRINTED WITH OUTPUT 
SAMPLE PRiiBLEM 
WATER SHIELD 
X IH IN  X I M A X  NUMdER OF M A T k H I A L  GENSTTY t iY  DY')GChl 4EYc)VAL X 5FC T 
( G M / C M * * 2 )  I NZ AEr flk N T S NUM RF R ( ; M / C Y * * 3  1 R A T  IS I C M  + * 2 /GU ) 
C.  1G.CO 2 0  1 1. (3000 I 1 . -30 > 'J 113 3 1 
1G.CO 20.00 L i i  1 1.00933 1 . $1 5 3 o.o33n 
20.00 3 0 .  CO 10 1 1.00030 1 . 3 0 3  o .933n 
hrUMBEK C F  AlvGLtS I N  E V A P U R A T I S N  NEUTRPh DOSE C A L C J L 4 T I O N \  = 5 
ENERGY CUT-:7FF L E V E L  FOR IN1 T I A L  I N C I D c P J T  PROTCN F L U X  = L O . J i '  YFV.  
ENERGY CLT-OFt- L E V t L  t l j &  C A L C U L A T I N G  SECCNUARY PRdTOPUS = 10.3 I 4 F V .  
ENERGY CUT-clFF L E V E L  FOR PROTCIV D C S t  O L E  TO I U N I Z A T I l i \ l  = 2.3J 1 F V .  
t N E R G Y  C b T - S k F  L t V E L  FOR NEUTRON DOSE C I L C U L A T I C V C  = 9. Y t V .  
ENERGY C b T - d F F  L E V E L  FOR C A L C U L A T I ~ ~  CASCADE YEUTKONS = 1'3.30 Y t V .  
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used for  constructing the cascade neutron energy groups. 
a r e  the cascade neutron energy boundaries. 
The next card with 1 7  on it indicates the number of energy boundaries 
The following data 
Table I1 is a printout of some of the input data. The first two com- 
The three 
Ax 
ments cards describe the purpose and type of shield considered. 
I l i nes  of data under the t i t l e  block show the upper and lower bounds of 
I ( labeled x,min and x,max, respectively, i n  g/cm2). Also shown a r e  the 
number of increments i n  each Ax, the  material  number ( t h i s  is  a c a l l  number 
fo r  ge t t ing  data from the tape),  &he density, the hydrogen r a t i o ,  and the 
removal cross section. This data was  kept on cards so it could be readi ly  
changed. Below t h i s  data is  indicated the number of angles used i n  the 
evaporation neutron calculation. The next f ive  l i nes  indicate  the-cut-off 
energy for the indicated calculations.  
spectrum equation and the coeff ic ients  used. 
Below the cut-off energies is the 
Table I11 is a p r i n t  of the incident proton spectrum and the energy 
boundaries and energy groups used a t  the incident face.  
were calculated from input on the e x i t  face.  The break between 22 and 23  
( l e f t  column) shows the maximum energy 2.16621302 which i s  XI a t  the e x i t  
face. 
t o  the e x i t  face. 
shows s i x  columns of data. The t i t l e s  should be s e l f  explanatory. The 
column on the l e f t  without a t i t l e  is  an index counter showing how many 
en t r i e s  there  a r e  i n  the table .  
column shows the incident proton energy bounds a t  the incident face of the 
shield.  
two. Column four i s  the difference of successive values i n  column two. 
Column f i v e  i s  the midpoint energy of column two. 
difference of successive values of column three and represents protons/cm2 
or protons/cm@ sec i n  group i. 
These energies 
Also 2.16612302 is  the f i r s t  energy g r m p  t h a t  does not penetrate 
Similar breaks occur f o r  each p r i n t  bound. Table I11 
Reading from l e f t  t o  r i g h t  the second 
The next column i s  N ( X )  f o r  the indicated energy bounds i n  column 
The last column is  the 
If a d i f f e ren t i a l  type spectrum were used the column headings f o r  
tab le  I11 would have been: 
incident face i n  MeV, 6E i n  MeV, average energy i n  MeV, the d i f f e r e n t i a l  
spectrum i n  protons/cm2 MeV or  protons/cm2 MeV sec and the (dN/dE)GE 
protons/cm2 or  protons/cm2 sec i n  each group. 
number of entr ies ,  proton energy bounds on the 
i n  
Table IV contains the proton spectrum data f o r  the p r in t  bound 
x = 10 and 20. g/cm2 x = 30. g/cm2. were 
delkted from the report .  
22 energy groups penetrate the shield.  The remainder of the 139 incident 
energies were stopped by the shield.  
group 138 was not included i n  the report. The column on the l e f t  indicates 
the number of en t r ies  i n  the tab le .  Reading from l e f t  t o  r igh t ,  the second 
column indicates  the midpoint energy of each proton energy group i n  MeV a t  
the indicated thickness. The en t r i e s  i n  the th i rd  column a r e  the number of 
primary protons i n  each of the indicated energy groups. 
The data f o r  the p r i n t  bounds 
A s  noted on the incident face data, t ab le  I11 
The zero data between group 24 and 
These a r e  i n  
41 
protons/cm2 f o r  time integrated spectra or  protons/cmz sec  fo r  spectra  that  
has not been time integrated as indicated a t  the top  of the tab le .  The 
following two columns contain the  cascade secondary protons a t  thickness x. 
The column labeled FIRST GEN contains the first generation cascade protons 
a t  x. The next column labeled HIGHER GEN conta i r s  the second and higher 
generation cascade protons a t  x. The last  two c o l m s  show the sane param- 
e t e r s  as  the  previous two columns, however, these a r e  from the last small 
8x only before reacliing x. A t  the  bottom of t h i s  t ab le  is  indicated the 
t o t a l  number of p a r t i c l e s  i n  the indicated columns and the  rad  and rem dose 
respect ively from these components. 
Table V i s  read s imi la r ly  t o  table  I V  orily these data a r e  f o r  cascade 
neutrons a t  x and from the  las t  small 6x only. These data a re  also fo r  
first generation and second and higher generation p a r t i c l e s  as indicated.  
Table V I  contains the  dose i n  r a d  per f l a r e  fo r  the  various rad ia t ion  
components calculated.  The columns a r e  labeled t o  be s e l f  explanatory. 
Table V I 1  i s  read the  same as table  V I  only the  uni t s  a r e  r e m  per 
f l a r e .  
‘JII would be i n  rad/& and rem/hr, respectively.  
If the  spectrum used was i n  particles/cm2 sec the tab les  V I  and 
Table V I 1 1  contains the  t o t a l  integrated flux f o r  t he  various p a r t i c l e s  
a t  the  indicated p r i n t  bounds. 
calculated i n  t h i s  table .  
The flux of evaporat.ion neutrons was not 
Table M contains the  evaporation and cascade neutron source terms 
fo r  the  various layers .  
neutrons/g sec. 
a l l  6x layers .  
The neutron source terms a r e  i n  neutrons/g or 
The loca t ion  a t  these source terms i s  the  midpoint of 
Sample of Nuclear Interactiorl  Data 
The main source of nuclear in te rac t ion  data used i n  SPSC which i w l u d e  
inelast ic .  cross sections,  secondary yields,  and energy of secondaries ( f o r  
nuclei  of mass numbers >l.Z) was supplied by H. Ber t in i  of ORNL ( see  r e f .  4). 
This data was supplied Tor 10 elements ranging from carbon (12)  t o  Uranium 
(238). The program developed by Bertini f o r  estimating the secondary yields  
and the  energies of the secondaries does not give good s t a t i s t i c s  fo r  nuclei  
containing few nucleons. Carbon was the lowest mass number believed t o  give 
reasonable s t a t i s t i c s .  Therefore Ber t in i ’ s  data was used fo r  mass numbers 
> - carbon i n  this  program. 
function of mass number fa l ls  on smooth curves; thus interpolat ion r e l a t i v e  
t o  mass number may be accomplished f o r  elements not calculated by B e r t i n i .  
The data when p lo t t ed  a t  constant energy as a 
The data supplied i n  reference 4 is voluminous and it was  necessary t o  
s e l e c t  from it j u s t  the data required for  LPSC. A sample of the data r e -  
quired f o r  carbon appears i n  t ab le  x. The top s e t  of data is  fo r  protons 
42 
bombarding. 
two is the  average y i e ld  of cascade protons per co l l i s ion .  
the average energy i n  MeV of t he  emitted protons. 
number of cascade neutrons emitted per co l l i s ion .  
energy i n  MeV of the  emitted cascade neutrons. 
y i e ld  of evaporation neutrons per col l is ion.  Column seven is  the ine l a s t i c  
cross sect ion i n  mill ibarns.  The bottom set  of data is  for incident neutrons 
bombardin@. 
Column one i s  the  energy i n  MeV of t he  incident pa r t i c l e .  Column 
Column three i s  
Column four is  the average 
Column f i v e  i s  the average 
Column s i x  i s  the  average 
The data  w a s  a l l  rounded t o  four s ign i f i can t  f igures .  No claim is  made 
The values read from smooth curves drawn through 
t h a t  more than one or two a r e  re l iab le .  
incident p a r t i c l e  energy. 
t he  data  i n  t ab le  X were used on the d a t a  tape. 
The data  w a s  p lo t ted  as a f'unction of 
Nuclear Interaction Data for Hydrogen 
When high energy nucleons co l l ide  with hydrogen nuclei  t h i s  program (LPSC) 
assumes t h a t  sca t te r ing  of the  incident p a r t i c l e  occurs. It i s  further as- 
sumed t h a t  the  hydrogen nucleus is  added t o  the  beam as an addi t ional  proton. 
The data i n  t ab le  X I  contains the secondary yields ,  the energies of 
secondaries, and the  cross sections for  neutrons and protons bombarding 
respectively.  This t a b l e  i s  similar to  the  previous t ab le  X. 
Source of Data 
Table X I 1  on page 45was inc luded to  show the  source of data f o r  proton 
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Yield and energy f o r  protons bombarding 
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STOPPING POWER DATA 
Mass stopping power 
and range energy 
Private  comunica- '  
t ion,  C.W. H i l l  
Lockheed, Georgia 
1 
Low energy neutron 
cross sect ions 
Reference 9 
No secondaries 
Reference 11, 15 
Reference 1 2  
being generated 
Reference 12 ,  15 
Reference 1 2  
Reference 1 2  
Reference 13, 15 
Reference 14, 16  
Reference 14, 16 
Reference 15 
Reference 9, 12 
References 9, 10, 
11 
High energy proton and 
neutron cross sect ions 
References 9, 10 
Proton at tenuat ion by 
Reference 4 
Interpolated data  from 
Reference 4 
Reference 4 
Interpolated data  from 




References 4, 9, 10 
References 4, 9, 10 
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LPSC PROGRAM LISTING 







5 . W R I T E  ( 6 9 4 )  ( C A R D ( J ) , J = 1 , 1 2 )  
MOVE = 1 
C.....KNTRP=l CALCULATE PRIMARY PROTONS ONLY 
C PROTONS AND EVAPORATION NEIJTRONS. 
C PROTONS AND F V A P U R A T I f l N  NFUTRONS. 
C.....KNTRP=2 CALCULATE PRIMARY PROTONS PLUS F I R S T  GENERATION SECONDARY 
C...*.KNTRP=3 CALCULATE PRIMARY PROTOWS PLUS A L L  GENERATIONS O F  SFCONDAPY 
C.....KNTRN=l CALCULATE F I R S T  GENERATION CASCADE NFUTRONS 
C..r..KNTRN=2 CALCULATE A L L  GENERATION CASCADE NEUTRONS AND EVAPORATION 
C NEUTRnNS. 
READ ( 5 9 6 )  SPBND~SNBND,PDSBNDINDSBND,RND,~NDLOW~KNTRP~KNTRN~SOF€NO 
6 FORMAT(5F6.0 ,314)  
READ ( 5 , 6 6 6 4 1  KnSW 
6664 F O R M A T ( 3 6 1 1 )  
PRf lFTD= l .600F-A  
I F  (KOSW13 .FQ. 1) PROFTD=PROFTD*3600. 
C... . . INITIALIZE SUBROUTINES AND READ- IN  DATA TABLES. 
C A L L  PROPTYI1 ,S f lFENf l )  
C A L L  EVNFDO ( l ,DUMMY,DUMMY,DUMMYIDUMMY) 
W R I T €  (6 ,6665)BNDLOW,SPBND,SNBND,PDSBNDI"SBND 
C...,.EVNFDO-SUBROUTINF- CALCULATES FVAPORATION NFUTRUN DOSF 
6 6 6 5  FORMAT(9X,55HENFRCV CIIT-OFF L E V E L  FOP I N I T I A L  INCTDENT PROTON FLUX 
A =F7.2,5H MFV0/9X ,80HFNFRCY CIJT-OFF L F V F L  COR CALCULATTNG SFCONOAR 
BY P A R T I C L F S  FROM I N C I O F N T  PROTONS = F 7 . 2 ~ 5 H  MFV./9X,ElHFNERGY CUT-0 
CFF L F V E L  FOR CALCULATING SFCONDARY D A R T I C L F S  W f l M  I N C I D F N T  NFUTRUN 
DS r F 7 . 2 9 5 H  M F V . / ~ X I ~ ~ H F N F R G Y  CUT-OFF L F V F L  FOR PROTON DOSF DUE TO 
FIDNIZATION =F7 .295H MEV./9X,52HENERGY CUT-OFF LFVFL FOR NE~JTRON DO 
FSF CALCULATIONS =F7.295H MEV.) 
C.....DOSEK-SUBROUTINF- CALCULATES MASS STOPPING OCIWFRIRBE, AND F L U X  
C.....TO DOSE CONVFRSION FACTOR 
C.....YIELDS-S1JBROUTINE-CALCULATES Y I F L D S  OF SFCONDARY P A R T I C L E S  FOR 
C.....CASCADF PROTONS, CASCADE NEUTRONSI AND FVAPORATION NFUTRONS 
C. . .~ .RANGE-SUBROIJTINF-CALCULATES RANGE FROM ENERGY OR ENERGY FROM RANGE 
C...,.XS-SUBROUTINF-CALCULATFS PROTON AND NFUTRON CROSS-SECTIONS 
C...o.CASNRG-SUBROUTINE-CALCULATES ENERGY OF CASCADE P A R T I C L E S  
C.....INVALU-SUBROUTINE-CALCULATES I N C I D E N T  ENERGY FROM E X I T  ENERGY 
C I NPIJT AND ALSO CALCULATEq THE I N P U T  PROTON SPEC+R[jM 
C A L L  I N V A L U  
GO TO ( l l r 7 ) , K f I S W 7  
C...o.NONUBD - NUMBFR OF NFUTRUN FNFRGY BOUNDFRIFS 
C..e..NUENBD- NEUTRON ENERGY BOUND 
7 READ ( 5 9 8 )  NONUBD*(t4UENBD(K)tK=l~NflNUBD) 
8 F O R M A T ( I 3 / ( 7 F l O . O ) )  
9 DO 10 K=2rNONURD 
C . . . . . S I G C N P ( K - l , l ) - C A S C A D F  NEUTRONS I N  GROUP K-1, F I R S T  GENERATION 
C..o..SItCNP(K-l,2)-CASCADE NEUTRONS I N  CROUP K - l r  SECOND AND HIGHER 
C.e...CENERATI?NS 
S I C C N P ( K - l r l ) = O . O  
S I G C N P ( K - I S ~ ) = O . O  
C.....NUENRG- NEUTRON ENERGYtMID-POINT OF I N T E R V A L )  
10 NUFNRG(K- l )~0 .5 * lNUFNRDo+NUENBD(K-11)  
GO TO 13  
11 NONUBD=MAX+l 
DO 1 2  K = l r N D N U B D  
1 2  N U F N B D I K ) = F T ( K )  
GO TO 9 
13 IPFLT f l=O.  
IPDRADsO. 
I PDREMxO 
DO 14  J - l r M A X  






D H I J I t J i l ) =  OPPRM(J)  
C....*PHIJI(JIZ) - F I R S T  GFNFRATION CASCADF PROTONS TN FNERGY GROUP J 
C . . ~ . . P H I J I ~ J I ~ )  -SECOND AND HIGHER GENERATION CASCADE PROTONS I N  GROUPJ 
P H I J I ( J , 2 l = O * O  
P H I J I ( J * 3 ) = O . O  
C...*.EIBND-FXIT FNFRGY ROUNDS 
€ T B N D S ( J ) = F T ( J )  
C . . . . .AV~NR~(J ) -AVFRP~F FNFRGY O F  A GROUP 
1 4  
1414 
1 5  
A V G M R G ( J l = F I B P R ( J )  
IPFLTO~IPFLTO+PHIJI(J~l) 
C A L L  DOSEK (AVCNRG(J) ,DEDX,RAB,IFF,2)  
DUMMY o P H I J I I J , l ) * D F D X  
I P D R A D  IPDRAD+DUMMY 
IPDREM = IPDREM+DUMMY*RABTEF 
I P D R A D  = TPDRAD*PROFTD 
IPDREM = IPDREM*PROFTD 
M A X P l = M A X + l  
E I B N D S ( M A X P l ) = F T I M A X P l )  
xx=n.n 
NOLAY-0 
SUM EN T= 0 
GO TO (1414,R3),KOSW5 
c...*.NOX- NUMBER OF LARGF DELTA X 
DO 02 MP1,NOX 
FVNUDS(M)=n.O 
FVNDRY(M)Xn.O 
I F  ( M  .EQ. 1) GO TO 16 
I F  fPROPNO(M) .EO. PROPNO(M-1) )GO TO 1819 
16 C A L L  P R O P T Y ( 3 r M )  
17 DO 1717 J=Z,NUNUBD 
DO 18 J ' l r M A X P 1  
1717 C A L L  XS (NUFNRG (J-1) r N E U T X q (  J-1) 9 2 1 
I F  ( F T P N D S ( J )  .FQ. 0.0) GO TU lRlS 
18 C A L L  RPNGF ( F I R N D S ( J l , n T S T ( J ) , 2 )  
GO TO 1819 
1R18 DIST(J ) 'O .O 
C.....LIMIT- NUMRFR O F  SMALL DELTA X 
1819 L T M I T = N O D Z X f M )  
C.*..eHAFDZX- DFLTA X I 2  
C.ee*mDZX(M)-SMALL D F L T A  X 
HAFDtX-DZXIMI *O.5  
19 DO 50 N = l r L I W I T  
C.*.*.XX-DEPTH INTO THE S H I F L D  TO WHICH THF C A L C U L A T I O N  HAS PRflGRFSSED 
XXSXX+DZX(M) 
NOLAY-NULAY +1 
Co....NULAY- NUMBER OF SMALL DFLTA X 
X M I D ( N f I L A Y l - X X - H A F D 2 X  
CNTOTS(NOLAY,Z)  = n,O 
SOTEEN(fVf?LAY)=h.O 
C N T f l T S ( N f l L A Y ~ 1 )  0 0.0 
C.....ENTOTS(NOLAY)-SUM OF FVAPORATION NEUTRONS PRODUCFD I N  D Z X ( M ) .  
E N T f l T S ( N 0 L A Y )  0.0 
DO 2 0  J ' l t M A X  
c.....UCPRIM~J~-UNCOLLIDED PRIMARY PROTONS 
U C P R I M ( J ) = O o f I  
DO 2 0  J J 9 1 9 2  
C* . . . .UCSFC(J tJJ) -  UNCOLLIDFD SFCONDARY PROTONS 
C....mCPP- CASCADF PROTONS PRODUCED 
U C S F C ( J I J J ) = O * O  
2n C P P ( J , J J l r O . @  















3 1  
1 ( Z X ~ l P 2 E 2 0 . 5 ) )  
3 2  DO 3838 J t l r M I N  
Ceee..DUMMY-THIS NAME IS USED FUR SEVERAL D I F F E R E N T  Q U A N T I T I E S  I N  THE 
Co...*AND P A R T I C L E  DOSE CALCULATIONS 
C.....CALCULATION OF SECONDAQY O A R T I C L E  PRODUCTIQN,PARTICLE  ATTENUATION^ 
33 
34 
C A L L  RAN6F(AV6NRCIJ) ,nUMMY,2)  
I F  (DUMMY .LE. D 2 X ( M ) )  GO TO 34 
DEGMLT=EXP(-SI~NEL(J)+D2X(M)) 
U C P R I M ( J ) = P H I J I  ( J i l ) * D F G M t T  
IF (KNTRP .EQ. 1 )  G o  T O  ?5 
DO 73 J J r 2 r K N T R Q  
UCSEC(J,JJ- l l~PHIJI (J,JJ)*DEGMLT 
UCPRIM(J)=O.O 
I F  (DUMMY .LT. HAFb2X) GO TO 3838 
GO TO 35 
C m o o e o D F G M L T -  PRUTON ATTENUATION FACTOR ACROSS DELTA X rlR D E L T A  x / 2  
DEGMLT=EXP(-SIGNFL(J)*HAFf32X) 
35 I F ( ( K N T R P  *EQ. 1 *AND. KNTRN . €Q.  0) .OR* IAVC,NRC(J) .LTB SPRND))  
AGO TO 3838 
Ce...*COLFRA- C O L L I D F D  F R A C T I O N  
36 COLFRA 1.0 - DEGMLT 
DO 3730 NUM=lrNOFCOM 
C. .***ANS(K) - Y I E L D S  OF SECONDARY P A R T I C L E S  - K-1, CASCADE PRUTON -- 
C K = 2 9  CASCADE NFUTRON -- K 1 3 r  EVAPORATION NEUTRON. 
C A L L  Y I E L D S  (AVCNRG(J),ANS,NOM,2) 
C A L L  CASNRG ( A V G N R G l J I  ,CASANS,NDM,?) 
IF (KNTRP .LT. 2 )  c,n TO 3737 
C...**ENRGYP- ENERGY OF CASCADF PROTON 
C.....DUMRNG- RANGE OF SECONDARY PROTON A T  B I R T H  
C A L L  RANCF ( E N R C Y P I D U M R N G ~ ~ )  
DUMRNG=DUMRNG-HAFD2X 
I F  (DUMRNG .LF. 0.0) GO TO 3 7  
C A L L  R A N 6 F  (DUMRNGIPROFI~) 
C A L L  XS IFNRGYP r A T X S F C t 1 1  
DUMMY=COLFRA+CPS*EXP(-ATXSFC*MAFD2X) 
C A L L  SORT (PROE rE1BNDSpMAX r I N D )  
50 
CPP(IND~l)rPHIJIIJrl)*DUMMY + C P P ( I N D r I )  
S U M ~ P H T J I ( J r 1 )  
C P P ( I N D I ~ ) ~ D U M M Y + ( P H I J I ( J ~ ~ ) + P H T J I ( J ~ ~ ~ )  + C P P ( I N n r 2 )  
SUM=SUM+PHIJI(Jr2)+PHTJl(Jr3~ 
IF (KNTRP .LF. 2 )  c,n TO 3 7  
37  I F  ( ( P R O P N O ( M ) . L T . S O ) . A N D . ( N O M o F Q o l ) )  GO TO 373n 
I 
C.. . . .ENTOTS(NOLAY)-€VAPORATION NEUTRONS PRODUCED B Y  A L L  PROTON5 
E N T O T S ( N 0 L A y )  = ENTOTF(NOLAY)+COLFRA+ENS+St]M 
3737  I F  (KNTRN .EQ. 0 )  GO TO 3738 
C*....FNRGYN- FNERGY OF CASCADF NFUTRUN 
C A L L  XS ( F N R G Y N r A T X S E C r 2 )  
ATTFN = FXP(-ATXSFC*HAFD2X)  0 
8 DUMMY P H T J I ( J , l ) * C O L F R A + C N S  
7 C A L L  SORT (FNRGYNrNUENRDrNONUBD-1rIND) 
w C N T O T S ( N O L A Y r 1 )  = CNTOTS(NOLAY,l)+DtJMMY 
C..,..CNP(INDrl)-CASCADE NEUTRONS PRODUCED BY PRIMARY PROTONS 
C N P ( I N D W 1 )  = C N P ( I N D r l ) + D U M M Y * A T T E N  
I F  (KNTRN .FQ. 1 )  GO TO 3738 
DUMMY = I P H I J T ( J , 2 ) + P H T J T I J r 7 ) ) * ~ O L C Q A + C N S  
C N T O T S ( N O L A Y r 2 )  = CNTOTS(NOLAY,t)+DUMYY 
C N P ( I N D r 2 )  = CNP( IND*2)+DUMMY*ATTFN 
C.....CNP(IND,2)-CASCADE NEUTRONS PRODUCED B Y  SECONDARY PROTONS 
3 7 3 8  CONTINUE 
3R38 CCNTINLJE 
IF (KNTRN .FQ. 0 .OR. XX mFQ. D 2 X ( 1 1 1  GO TO 43 
DO 4 2  J‘2rNONUBT) 
DUMMY=CXp(-NFIJTXS(J- l )  * D 2 X ( M ) I  
DO 3 9  J J = l r K N T R N  
IF ( ( K N T R N  .LT. 2 .AND. KNTRP * L T .  3 )  .OR. (NUENRG(J-1)  * L T *  SNBND 
SUM=SIGCN?( J-1 r l  ) + S I G C N P ( J - 1 9 2 1  
I F ( S t 1 M  *FQ. 0.n) GO TO 4 2  
COLFRA=l.-DUMMY 
DO 4141 N O M t l r N n F C f W  
C A L L  Y I E L D S  ( N U F N R ~ ( J - l ) r A N S , N O M I f )  
C A L L  CASNRG ( N U F N R ~ ( J - l ) r C A S A N S r N O M , 7 )  
I F  (KNTRP .LT. 3 )  GO TI7 4r) 
C A L L  RANGE (FNRGYPrDUMRNGr2)  
DUMRNGtDUMRNC-HAFD2X 
C A L L  RANGE (DUMRNGrPROF,3) 
C A L L  XS (FNRGYP,ATX?ECr l )  
DUMYY=COtFPA+CPS+EXP(-ATXSFC*HAFn2XI 
C A L L  SORT (PROF ,FIBNDSgMAX r I N D )  
CPP( IND,2)=DUMHY*SUM +CPo( IND,2 )  
CALL X S  (FNRCiYN,ATXSFCt2) 
DUMMY = SUM*COLFRA+CNS 
C A L L  SORT (FNR~YN,NuENBD,NONUBD-lr IND) 
3 9  UCNFUT(J-1rJJ)  t S I ~ C N P ( J - l r J J ) * o U M M Y  
A ) )  GO TO 4 2  
I F  (DUMRNG .LE. 0.Q) GO TO 4 0  
40  I F  (KNTRN .LT. 2 )  cc) T f l  4 1 4 1  
C.....CNP(INDr2)-CASrADF NFUTRONS PRODUCFD RY CASCADF NFUTRONS 
CNTOTS(NOLAY.2)  CNTOTS(NOLAYr?)+DUMMY 
C N P ( I N D r 2 )  = CNP(INDr?)+DIJMMY*FXP(-ATXFFC*HAFDZX) 
C. . . . .ENTOTS(NOLAY)-FVAPORATION NEUTRONS P R O D U C ~ D  B Y  CASCADE NEUTRONS 
41  E N T O T S ( N 0 L A Y )  = ENTOTS(NOLAY)+COLFRA*FNS*SIJM 
4141 CONTINUE 
4 2  CONTINUE 
43 DO 45 J - l r M A X  
P H I J I ( J r l ) S U C P R I M ( J )  
I F  (KNTRP .FQ. 1 )  GO T f l  45 





I K )  
w 
44 .oHIJ I (J *JJ ) rUCSFC(J ,JJ -1 )+CPP(J ,JJ - l )  
45 AVGNRG(J l=MIDNRG(J )  
I F  (KNTRN .FQ. 0 )  60 TO 47 
DO 46 J J S l r K N T R N  
DO 46 J = 2  ,NnNt!Ro 
GO TO 4 8  
46 SIGCNP(J- l ,JJ)=UCNFUT(J- l rJJ)+CNP(J-r ,JJ)  
97 IF (KNTRP .EQ. 1 )  GO TO 5 n  
4 R  SUMFNT=SUMFNT+FNTOTS(NOLAY) 
C N T O T S ( N U L A Y I ~ ) ~ C N T O T S ( N O L A Y , ~ ) / D ~ X ( M )  
C N T O T S ( N O L A Y I ~ ) = C N T O T S ( N O L A Y , ~ ) / D ~ X ( M )  
C A L L  FVNFDO (Z*NOLAY*M,N*DUMMY) 
DO 5 1  K t 1 9 9  
SOTFFN(NOLAY)=FNTOTS(NOLAY)/D2x(M) 
5 0  CONTINUE 
5 1  TOTALS(MIK)=O.n 
5 2  DO 5 3  K - l r K N T R P  
C.....SUMMATION OF PROTON PARTICLES.  
DO 53  MMZ1,MIN 
TOTALS ( M * K )  = TOTALS(M,K I+PHIJ I (MM,K)  
T O T A L S ( M * K + Z )  x T O T A L S I M , K + 2 ) + C P P ( M M * ~ - l )  
I F  (K.LT.2) Gn Tf l  53 
53 CONTINUE 
5 4  I F  (KNTRN .FO. 0 )  GO 10 56  
C.....SUMMATTON OF NFtJTRON PARTICLES.  
DO 55 KZ1,KNTRN 
DO 55 MMm2*NONIJBD 
TOTALS ( M * K + 5 )  P TOTALS ( M * K + S ) + S I t C N P ( M M - l r K )  
515 TOTALS ( M * K + 7 1  P TOTALS (M*K+7)+CNPIYM- l ,K )  
56 DO 57 K K S l g ?  
CD..*.PROTDN DOSF CALCULATIONS.  
DO 5 7  K S l r 5  
PDOSF ( M I K ~ K K )  s 010 
5 7  PDOSRM(M*K*KK)  = 0.0 
C.*...PDOSF(M,K,KK)- PROTON DOSF I N  RAD 
C.. . . .PDOSRM(M*K*KK)-PROfON DOSE I N  RFM 
DO 59 M M = l r M I N  
CD.*~.DCDX-MASS STOPPING POWFR OF PROTONS 
C.*...RABIEF-RELATIVE B I O L O G I C A L  EFFFCTXVENFSS I R B E )  
C A L L  DOSEK ( A V G N R G ( M M ) ~ D E D X I R A R T € F * ~ )  
DO 59 Ks1,KNTRD 
DUMMY E PROFTD*PROTS(MMIK)+DEDX 
PDOSE ( M * K * 1 )  9 PDOSE(M*K* l )+DUMMY 
PDOSRM(M,K,l) L PDOSRM(M,K t l )  + DUMMY*RABIEf  
GO TO ( 5 R , 5 7 5 7 ) r K O S W 2 1  
5757 I F  (AVGNRG(MM) * L T *  10.) GO TO 5 R  
c**...KoFE- NUCLFAP nnsF VARTARLE 
C A L L  DOSFK ( A V G N R G ( M M ) I K U F E ~ D U M M Y ~ ~ )  
DUMMY KOFF*PRUTS(MM,K) 
PDOSE ( M 9 K 9 2 )  P D f l S E ( M * K * Z )  + DUMMY 
PDOSRM( M s  KI 2 )  = P D U S R M ( M t K * 2 )  + DUMMY+RABrEF 
DIJMMY = P R O F T D * P R U T S ( M M I K + ~ ) + ~ F D X  
PDOSE ( M * K + 2 9 1 )  = P D O S F ( M I K + ~ * ~ )  + DUMMY 
PDOSRM(M,K+2*1) PnfJSRM(M*K+2,1) + DtfVMY*RAPTFF 
GO TI7 ( 5 9 * 5 R 5 8 ) r K O S W 2 1  
DUMMY = Kf lFF+PROTSIMM*K+Z)  
PDOSF ( M * K + 2 * 2 )  x P D O S F ( M I K + ~ I ~ )  + DUMMY 
P D O S R M I M * K + 2 * 2 )  = PDOSRM(M*K+2*2 )  + DUMMY*RABIFF 
5 8  I F  (K.LT.2) GO TO 5 9  
5 R S R  I F ( A V 6 N R C I M M )  DLT. 10.) Gfl  TO 5 9  
59 CO~~TINUE 
52 
GO TO (596n,595R) ,KO5b!21 
PDOSE ( M 9 K 9 3 )  = PDOSE ( M I K t l )  + P D f l S F ( Y I K , 2 )  
5 9 5 8  DO 5 9 5 9  KZ1.5 
5 9 5 9  PDOSRM(MpK93)  = PDOSRM(M9K91) + PDOSRM(M,K,z) 
5 9 6 0  DO 6 0  K x l r 4  
C .NEUTRON DOSF CALCULATIONS,  
C.....NDOSF(MIKK)- DOSE AT THICKNESS X FROFA CASCADE NFUTRONS I N  RAD 
NDOSE ( M I K )  = 0.0 
C.....NDOSRM(M,KK)-DflSE AT THICKNESS X FROM CASCADF NEUTRONS I N  REM 
6 n  NDfl!?RM(M,K) = n.0 
0 co DO 6 1  Ks2,NONVBD 
0 
M 
w I DO 61  KKS1,KNTRN 
I F  (KNTRN.EO.0) GO TO 6 1 6 1  
C A L L  DOSFK(NUENRG1K-l)~CNKl~CNK2,3) 
NDOSE (M,KK) = NDOSF (MIKK)+NFWTS(K-l.KK)*CNKl 
NDOSE (M,KK+Z) NDflSF(M,KK+Z)+NEWTS(K-l ,KK+2)+CNKl 
NDOSRM(M9KK) = N D @ S R M ( M , K K ) + N F W T S ( K - l , K K ) + ~ N K 2  
6 1  NDOSRM(M,KK+Z) xe NDOSRM(MIKK+Z)+NEWTS(K-~,KK+~)+CNK~ 
Gfl  TO 6 2  
6 1 6 1  I F  (KNTRP .FQ. 1) CO TO 6 2 6 2  
6 2  C A L L  FVNFDO ( S ~ N O L A Y * M I L ? M I T I F V N U D S ( M ) )  
FVNDRM ( M  ) = 1 O.O*EVNVDS ( M )  
6 7 6 7  GO TO ( 8 7 r 6 7 ) r K n S W l l  
C,,,,,nUTPUT OF A L L  n A T A .  
c 
C . . . .PRIMARY AN@ SECflNDARY PROTON 
6 3  KNTPG = n 
ASSIGN 64 TU LIMF 
64 L I N E l =  KNTPC+54+1 
KNTPC = KNTPC +1 
L A S T L N  = KNTPC+54 
IF ( L A S T L N  - M A X  6 7 9 6 6 9 6 5  
6 5  L A 5 T L N  = M A X  
66 A S S I G N  69 T f l  LIMF 
67 WRITF  1 6 9 6 8 )  X X  
6 8  F O R M A T ( l H 1 4 6 X 9 2 1 H S H I E L D  THICKNESS, X sF8 .299H 6M/CM+*2 /1H060Xv34HP 
1ROTON FLUX SPECTRA--PROTONS/CM**Z) 
I F  (KOSW( l .3 )  . F Q o  l ) W R T T F ( 6 9 6 8 6 8 )  
W R I T F  ( 6 . 6 8 6 9 )  ( J ~ A V C N R ~ ( J ) , I P R O T S ( J , K ) r K t l r 5 ) r J = ' - I N ~ l ~ L A S T L N ~  
6 P 6 8  F O R M A T ( l H + 9 4 X 9 4 H - S F C )  
6 8 6 9  F O R M A T ( l Z X , 6 H F N F R ~ Y 1 3 X , 7 H P R I M A R Y 1 3 X , 3 4 H -  - SFCOhnARY PROTONS AT 
1 X  - - - 9 X 9 3 5 H -  - - 5ECONDARY PROTONS I N  DX - - - /13X93HMEVlSX,7HPR 
2 0 T O N S 3 X ~ 2 ( 1 1 X , l ~ H F I R S T  C E N . 1 2 X ~ l l H H I C H F R  CEN.)/(I7,~PF12.3,1P5E22. 
3 6 ) )  
GO T O  L I M E ,  ( 6 4 9 6 9 , 7 4 9 7 9 )  
69 WRITF  ( 6 9 7 0 )  ~ T O T A L S ~ M I K ) ~ K = ~ ~ ~ ) ~ ~ P D O ~ ~ ( ~ ~ K ~ ~ ) ~ K = ~ ~ ~ )  
70 F O R ~ A T ( 1 H J 3 X ~ 6 H T O T A L S 9 X , l P 5 F ~ 2 ~ 6 / ~ H J 3 X ~ 9 H ~ O 5 F ~ R A ~ 6 X , 5 F 2 2 ~ 6 ~  
I F  (KOSW113)  o F Q o  1 )  WRITF (6971) 
71 F O R M A T ( ~ H + ~ Z X I ? H / H P )  
72 F O R M A T ( ~ X , ~ H D O S F - - R E M ~ X ~ ~ P ~ F Z Z O ~ )  
I F  f K O S W ( 1 3 )  o F Q o  1 )  W R I T F  ( 6 9 7 1 )  
WRITE ( 6 9 7 2 )  (PnOSRM(M9K91)  9 K r l 9 5 )  
I F  IKNTRN .FQo 0 )  GO TO 8 2  
CooomoCASCADE NFUTRON OUTPUT. 
7 3  KNTDC = 0 
74 L I N F l  = KNToC.*54+1 
ASSIGN 74 T f l  LIMF 
KNTPG = KNTPG + 1 
L A S T L N  = KNTPG+54 
I F  ( L A S T L N  - NONUBD+l )  7 7 9 7 6 9 7 5  
75 L A S T L N  = NONUBD-1 
53 
7 6 . A S S I C N  79 T f l  L I M E  
77 WRITE ( 6 9 7 R ) X X  
7 8  F O R M A T ( 1 H 1 3 7 X * 2 l H S H I E L D  THICKNFSSI  X = F 8 0 2 r 9 H  GM/CM*+Z/ lH042X,44HC 
1ASCADF NFUTRON FLUX SPFCTRA--NFUTRONS/CM**2) 
I F  ( K O S W ( 1 3 )  oFQo l ) W R T T F ( 6 * 7 8 7 8 )  
7 0 7 8  FORYAT( lH+R6X,4H-SFC)  
WRITF 16 ,7879)  ( J * N U F N R ~ ( J ) * ( N F W T S ( J , K ) , K = l * 4 ) , J = L T N F l * L A S T L N )  
7 8 7 9  FORMAT(12X,6HENERCYllX,33H- - - CASCADF NFUTRONS AT X - - -1 1 X  9 34H 
A- - - CASCADE NFUTRONS I N  DX - - -/13X~3HMFV3X,2(11X,l@HFIRST GEN. 
B ~ ~ X I ~ ~ H H I G H E R  G E ~ * I / ( 1 7 * n P F 1 2 . 7 , 1 P 4 E 3 2 . 6 ) )  
GO T f l  L I M E ,  t 6 4 9 6 9 9 7 4 r 7 9 )  
79 W R I T F  ( 6 9 8 0 )  ( T O T A L S ( M , K ) r K = 6 t 9 ) r ( N D O S F ( M ~ K ) , K 1 1 , 4 )  
8 0  FORMAT( ~ H J ~ X I ~ H T O T A L S ~ X  * l P 4 E 2 2 * 6 / 1 H J 3 X  r9HDOSF--RA06X,4E22*6)  
I F  ( K D S W ( l . 3 ) ~  o F Q .  1 )  WRITE ( 6 t l l )  
WRITE ( 6 9 7 2 )  ( N D O S R M ( M I K ) * K = ~ ~ ~ )  
I F  ( K O S k ' ( l 3 )  o F Q o  1 )  W R I T F  (6.711 
P 2  CONTINUE 
U 3 M = O  
C o o . o o D O S F  T A B L F S  -- RAD I lR RAr)/HR 
L INKNT=Z6/Kf'ISW21 
K O N G I B  = 2*KnSW21-1  
84 W R I T F  ( 6 , 8 5 1  
8 5  F O R M A T ( ~ H ~ ~ ~ X I ~ H D O S F - - R A D )  
I F ( K O S W ( 1 3 ) o F Q .  1 )  WRITE ( 6 , 8 5 8 5 )  
B 5 R 5  F O R M A T ( l H + 6 R X * ? H / H R )  
WRITE' (69R6)  (LLLILLL=~~~),IP~RADITPDRAD,TPDRAD~TPDRAO 
R 6  F O R M A T ( 7 7 H O S H I F L D  PRIMARY --SECONDARY PROTON--- ---CASCADE N 
2ST6X*6HHIGHER),5X*59HNEUTRON SECONDARY CASCADE PROTON N 
lFUTRON-- -FVAPDRATION * 5 ( 5 H T O T A L 6 X ) / 1 7 H  T H I C K N E q 5  P R O T O N ~ 2 f 5 X , S H F I R  
3EUTRON DOSE/9H G M / C M * + 2 1 3 X * 4 ( 1 1 H G F N F R A T I O N  ) * ~ ~ X I ~ H P R O T O N ~ X I ~ H N  
5 ( 5 ) + ( 6 )  ( l ) T H R l t ( 6 ) / P H O  0 0 0 0 t l P F 1 3 . 4 r F 8 R o 4 r F 2 2 . 4 )  
4EUTRON/12X,6 ( 3H ( I1 91H16X) * 5 3 H (  2 ) + (  7 1 ( 4 ) + ( 5 )  1 1 ) + ( 2 ) + ( 3 ) ( 4 ) +  
GO TO ( 8 7 , 9 n ) r K n S W 5  
TCN = N D O S F ( M * l )  + NDnSEtY ,2 )  
DO 88 K K = l r K f ! N G I B  
T S P ( K K )  .: P D O S F ( M , 2 r K K ) + P D O S € ( M I 3 , K K )  
T P I K K )  = T S P ( K K ) + P D O S F ( M , l r K K )  
W R I T F  (6989)  X ( M ) , ( P D O S E ( M I K ~ ~ ) ~ K ~ ~ ~ ~ ) , ( M D O S F ( M I K ) ~ K ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ F V N U D S  
07 M = Y + 1  
T N  = TCN+FVNUDS(M) 
8 8  T D ( K K )  = T P ( K K ) + T N  
l ( M ) , T S P ( l ) r T C N , ~ P ( l ) , ~ N ~ T ~ ( l )  
8 9  F O R M h T ~ ~ ~ O F 7 ~ 2 ~ 2 X t l P l l ~ ~ l o 4 ~  
GO TO t 8 9 9 1 , 8 9 8 9 ) r K O S W 2 1  
8989 W R I T E  ( 6 , 8 9 9 0 )  ( ( P D O S E ( M , K I N ) * K = ~ , ~ ) * T S P O , ~ P ( N ) + T D ~ N ) * N ~ ~ ~ ~ )  
8 9 9 0  FORMAT(9X, lP3E11 .4rE44 .4 ,2E22*4 )  
8 9 9 1  I F  (MoGEoNOX)  CCI TO 90  
I F  (MOD(M,LTNKNT)1 87rA4,87 
Coo..oDOSE TABLES -- REM OR REM/HR 
9 0 M = O  
9 1  W R I T €  ( 6 9 9 7 )  
92 FORMAT(lH159X*9HDOSF--SEM) 
I F  (KflSWl.3 e E O i  1 )  W R T f € ( 6 * 8 5 8 5 )  
W R I T E  (6986) ( L L L I L L L x ~ ~ ~ ) ~ I P D R E M , I P D R E M ~ I P D R E M  
GO TO 193,951 rKOSW5 
93 M - M + 1  
TCN = NDOSRM(M,l)+NDOSRM(M,2) 
DO 94 KKx1,KONGTB 
T S P ( K K )  PDOSRM(M,2,KK)+PDOSRM(M,7rKK) 
T P I K K )  TSP(KK)+PDOSRM(M* l ,KK)  
T N  = TCN+EVNDRM(M) 
54 
94 T D t K K )  = T P ( K K ) + T N  
WRITE ( 6 , 8 9 1  X I M ) ~ ( P D O S R M ( M I K , ~ ) ~ K ~ ~ ~ ~ ) , ( N D O S R M ( M I K ) , K = ~ , ~ ) ~ E V N D R M  
GO TO ( 9 4 9 5 9 9 4 9 4 ) r K n S W 2 1  
l(M),TSP(l),TCN,TPIl)~TN~TO(l1 
9494 WRITE ( 6 , 8 9 9 0 )  (IPDOSRM(M,K~N),K~lr3),TSP(N),lP(N),TD~N)~N~2,3~ 
9 4 9 5  I F  (MoGEoNOX) GO TO 95 
I F  ( M O D ( M v L 1 N K N T ) )  9 3 , 9 1 9 9 3  
9 5  GO TO (100,96) ,KOSW17 
96 WRITE (6.9696) 
C o o o o o F L U X  TABLFS 
9696 FORMAT(lH14RX,21HFLIJX--PARTICLFS/CM++7) 
9697 F O R M A T ~ ~ H + ~ ~ X I ~ H - S F C ~  
9 6 9 8  FORMAT(7HOSHIELDBX,7HPRIMARY8X,6OH- - - SECONDARY PROTON 
I F  (KOSWl.3 o F Q o  1 ) W R I T F  ( 6 , 9 6 9 7 )  
WRITE ( 6 , 9 6 9 8 )  ( L L L , L L L = l , S ) r ! P F L T O  
I - - -  CASCADE NEUTRON - - - , 2 ( 5 X , 5 H T O T A L 6 X ) / l o H  THICKNESCSX,6HPRO 
2 T O N l O X ~ 2 ( 5 H F I R S T l l X I 6 H H I G H E R l O X ) r 9 H S E C O N D A R Y 7 X ~ 7 H C A S C A D E / 9 H  GM/CM* 
3*222X,4(lOHCENERATIDN6X I ,6HPROTON10X,7HN€I~TRON/17X,5t3H ( 1 1 9 l H ) l  
41x1 ,7H(2)+(7)9X,7H(4)+(5)/lH~~X,4H~00~lPFl~o~) 
GO TO ( 9 7 9 7 r l ) r K O S W 5  
TSP = TOTALS ( M  r 2  )+TOTALS(Y ,3 )  
TCN = TOTALS (M.6 )+T f lTALS(M,7 )  
9797 DO 9 R  M=l,NOX 
38 WRITF ( 6 , 9 9 1  X ( ~ ) , ( ~ O T A L S ( M I K ) , K ~ ~ ~ ? ~ , ( T O T A L S ( M , K ) ~ K = ~ , ~ ) ~ T S P ( ~ ) ,  
99 FORMAT(1HOF7.2 ,2X, lP7F16.51  
1 TCN 
i o n  GO TO ( i , i n i ) , K n s w i  
C o o o o o N E U T 9 n N  SOURCE TERMS T A B L F  
1 0 1  L E T A  =NOLAY/?  
TDXSC = ( N O L A Y + l ) / Z  
W R I T F  ( 6 , 1 0 2 )  
1 0 2  FORMAT(lH1,2(9X~6HSHI€LDlOX~32HNEUTR~N SOURCE TERM--NEUTRONS/tM7X) 
A )  
I F ( K O S W 1 3  O F Q .  1) W R T T F ( 6 r l O Z O 2 )  
10702 F O R M A T ( l H + 2 ( 5 7 X , 4 H - S F ~ , 3 X ) ~  
WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 2 n 3 )  
1 0 2 0 3  F O R M A T ( 2 X , 2 ( 6 X , 9 H f H I C K N € S S 5 X ~ l l ~ F V A P O R A T I O N 6 X ~ 2 7 H  - CASCADE 
A - - - -  - ) / ~ X , ~ ( ~ X I ~ ~ H ( C M / C M * * ~ ) ~ ~ X , ~ ~ H F I R S T  G E N o 6 X , l l H X I G H F R  GFN 
R e ) )  
DO 1 0 3  K = ~ , L F T A  
NDX=IDXSC+K 
1 0 3  WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 4 )  X M I D ( K ) r S O T E E N ( K ) , ( C N T O T S ( K ~ J ) r J I 1 , Z ) r X M I D ( N D X ) ~  
l n 4  F O R M A T ~ F 1 6 o 3 ~ l P 3 F 1 7 ~ 5 r O P F 1 3 . 3 r l P 3 E l 7 ~ 5 )  
A S O T F F N ( N D X ) r ( C N T O T S ( N D X , J ) r J . 1 , 2 )  
I F ( M O D ( N O L A Y 9 2 )  .EQo 1) W R T T E ( 6 ~ 1 0 4 ) X M I D ~ L F T A + l ~ ~ S O T € F N ( L E T A + l ) ~  
b(CNTOTS(L€TA+l,J)rJ=l,?) 
GO TO 1 
END 
S I B F T C  EVNFDO LTSTIOFCK 
C o o m o o E V A P O R A T I O N  NEUTRON D O q E  CALCULATION 
SUBROUTINE FVNFDO (fNDFX,LAYNO,MM,NN,DOS€) 
COMMON D 2 X l 2 O )  9 M A X  , m ( 7 0 0 r m  
COMMON F T ( 3 n 0 )  9 D F T ( 7 0 0 )  + FIRAR(3nO) 
COMMON O P ( ? 0 0 )  9 OPPRM(300) N O D 2 X ( 2 n )  
COMMON X ( 2 0 )  I NOX 9 FNTr lTS t 200 1 
COMMCIN D X f 2 0 )  9 PRDPRO(Z0)  9 c 1  
COMMDN PDSBND 9 NDSBND 9 BNDLOW 
COMMON ENRG (100 1 9 R N G ( 1 0 0 )  
COMMON E B f f V B P ( 2 5 r 4 )  r FBCIMBN125,4) 9 C P S D ( 2 5 r 4 )  
COMMON C P S N ( 2 5 9 4 )  9 C N S P ( 2 5 r 4 )  9 C N S N t 2 5 r 4 )  







.COMMON E B O M N ( 2 5 9 4 )  E P R O P ( 2 5 9 4 )  9 E P R O N ( 2 5 9 4 )  
COMMON E N E U P ( 2 5 r 4 )  9 E N E U N ( 2 5 9 4 )  9 E N R G P ( 2 5 )  
COMMON E N R G N ( 7 5 )  9 X S M B P ( 2 5 )  9 X S Y B N ( 7 5 )  
COMMON S N R G ( l O 0 )  9 RBENRG(2O)  9 C l N R C ( 4 0 )  
COMMON C 2 N R C ( 4 0 )  9 C W R C ( 2 )  S n F F ( 1 0 0 )  
COMMON R B F ( 2 0 )  9 C Q N K l ( 4 0 )  9 C O N K ? ( 4 0 )  
COMMON CONK ( 2 9 LFNC,TH(R) 9 GYWT 
COMMON LSOFE 9 LRBE 9 L K 1  
COMMON L K 2  9 L K  9 NOFCOM 
COMMON MOVF 9 KOSW(36)  9 KUNSWT 
EQUIVALENCE I K O S W ( l l ) r K O S W 1 3 )  
D I M E N S I O N  P ~ 2 0 ~ r H ~ 2 0 ~ ~ B N D A N G ~ 1 l ) r R A D A N G ~ l O ~ ~ ~ O S C O N ~ l O ) ~ C O S R A D ~ l O ) ~  
INTEGER PROPNO*PTEST,PDIF 
REAL LT*KI ,KLSR,K 
DATA C21C3rC4/0.3492rO.422310.6984/ 
GO TO ( 1 9 2 0 9 2 7 ) r I N D F X  
A S ~ 2 0 ~ r S U ~ C P A ~ 1 0 ~ r S U ~ S R ~ l 0 ~ 2 ~ O ~ ~ S U M H R P ( 1 0 ~ 2 0 ~ ~  e K ( 2 0 )  
R E A L  KSeKSR 
1 READ ( 5 9 3 )  N O X , N O A N G , ( X ( J ) , N O D Z X ( J ) , P R O P N O ( J ) , P ( J ) , H ( J ) , S ( J ) , K ( ~ ) ,  
'3 F O R M A T 1 2 1 4 / ( F b . 0 ~ 2 1 4 , 7 F 8 , 0 1 F 6 . ~ ) )  
A J = 1  ,NUX 1 
W R I T €  ( 6 9 4 )  
4 F f l R M A T ( l H 0 9 X 9 8 1 H X , M I N  X rYAX NUMBER OF WATER TAL DFNS I TY 
A HYDROGFN RFMOVAL X S F f T / l Z X 9 7 7 H I C M / C M + + t )  INCRFMFNTS 
R NUMBER (C?M/CM+*3) R A T I O  (CV**2 / r ,P)  j 
XMI  N=n  0 
DO 2 J = l r N O X  
WRIT! ( 6 9 5 )  XMIN,X(J)rNOD2X(J),PROPNO(J),P(J),H(J),S(J) 
5 F f l R M A T ~ F 1 5 ~ 2 ~ F 9 . 2 ~ 1 1 Q ~ 1 1 2 , F 1 4 ~ 5 ~ F 1 2 ~ 3 , F 1 5 ~ 4 ~  
2 X M I N = X ( J )  
W R I T F  ( 6 . 6 )  NnANC 
6 FORMAT( lHnRX959HNUMSFR OF ANGLFq I N  EVADORATIQN h(FIITRr)N D n S F  CALCtJ 
l L A T T D N S  = I ? )  
ENFTO = 5 0 3 9 9 F - 9  
I F  (KOSW13 .FQ. 1 )  FYFTD=FNFTD*3600.  
YLAST = n 
L STHY n= 0 
LSTHLA=O 
DFLPNC. = 1 . 5 7 0 7 9 6 3 / F L f l A T ( N O A N G )  
C.o...DELANG- n E L T A  ANGLF 
C mBNDANG- BOIJNDARY ANGLES OF DELTA ANGLE 
BNDArVG(1) 0.0 
C.....RADANG- M I D - P O I N T  OF ANGLE I N T E R V A L  
R A D P N G ( 1 )  P n.n 
B N D A N C ( 2 )  = DFLANG 
CANGL1 = Cf lS (BNnANC(2) )  
C.....COSCON- P F L T A  S O L I D  A N C L F / ( 4 * P I F * C n S R A D )  
C.....COSRAD- COSINF flF MID-POINT ANGLE 
COSCUN(1)  = ( l .O-CANGL1) /2 .0  
C O S Q A D ( 1 )  P 1.0 
I F ( N U A N G  .LT. 2) Cfl T f l  1 
DO 10 Jm2,NOANG 
B N D A N G ( J + l )  = RNDANG(J)+DFLANC. 
R A D P N G ( J )  = ( B N D A N ~ ( J ) + B N ~ A N ~ ( J + l ) ) / Z . O  
C O S R A D ( J )  = C Q S t Q A D A N G I J ) )  
CANGL2 = cos f BNI)ANG( J + l ) )  
C O S C O N ( J )  P (CANGLl -CANC,L2) /2 .O /COSRAD(J)  
10 C A N G L l  CANGL2 




CI 2 4 0  
0 2 5 0  
c 2 6 n  
0270 







ML A S T = M 
JUMPQ =l 
IF(M .EQ. MLAST) GO TO 6 
I F ( ( M  OCTO 1) .AND. (PROPNO(M) .EQ. PROPNO(M-1))) GO TO 6 
IF ( P R O P N O ~ M )  .GT. 100) Gn TO 150 
C.r...H(M)-RATIO OF HYDROGFN IN MATERIAL M TO THAT I N  WATER 
C.....P(M)- OENSITY OF MATFRTAL M IN CPAMS/CM**3 
HOP=H(M)/P(M) 
JUMPU =2 
C.....S(M)-R€MOVAL CROSS SFCTION 
ASSIGN 120 TO LOKSUN 
i5n K S = K ( M ) * S ( M )  
I F  ( Y  . E O .  1 )  cn Tn 54 
5n IF ( K K  .FQ. i)Gn TO 54 
KK=M-1 
42 IF (PROPNO(M) .NE. PROPN'l(KK)) GO TO 45 
KKIKK-1 
GO TO 42 
45 PTEST= IPROPNO(M)+PRUPNO(KK))/Z 
IF((pTEST OCTO IO(\) .OR. (PTFST .LTe 5 0 1 1  60 TO 54 
PDIF ~PROPNfl(M)-PRClPNO(KK) 
TF (3DIF) 4 8 1 5 0 ~ 5 2  
I GH=M- 1 
4A LOW=LSTHYD+l 
LAY KNT=O 
IF (LSTHYD .NF. 01 LAYKNT=LSTHLA 
MIN=LAYKNT+1 






DO 160 JJ=l,NtWS 
DO 160 NflAnlrNOANC 
SUMSR(NOA,LAYKNf)=SUMqR(NOA,LAYKNT)-Oo5*KSR 
DO 151 LnmMIN,LKMl 
I F ~ L A Y K N T  .FO. M I N I  c,n ~n 153 
1 5 1  S U M S R ( N O A , L n ) t S U M S R ( N ~ A * L @ ) - K S R  
1 5 7  IFtLSTHYn .FQ. n)  GO TO 152 
00 154 Ln=l*LSTHLA 
154 S U M S R ( N O A I L O ) = S U M S P ( N O A ~ L O ) - K S R  
152 S U M = H ( I N ) / P ( I N ) + ( O . 5 + F L U A T ( N O D ~ X ( I N ) - J J I ) *  
ADZX(IN)/CDSRAD(NOA) 
INPl=IN+l 
DO 155 KA=INPl*Y 
1 5 5  SUM=SUM+H(KA)/P(KA)*DX(KAj/COSRAD(Nf7A) 
157 L TI00 5+SltM/15 
IF(LT OCTO lo(') LIz1.r) 
KLSR=KSR*LT/K(fN) 
SUMSR(NOAILAYKNT)=SUMSR(NUA~LAYKNT)+O.~*KLSR 
IF (LAYKNT .LF. 1 )  GO TO 16C 
DO 159 Lfl=l,LKVl 
SUMSR (NOA *LO) tS1JMSR (NOA ,LO)+KLSR 
L STHLA=KnUNf-l 
ASSIGN 130 TO LPKSUN 
GO TO 60 
1 5 9  
16n CONTINIIE 
TF(K(M) .FQ. l.)G@ Tf l  54 
57 
5 2 .  L I = K ( V )  
54 L I =  1.0 
6n DO 40 JZ1,NOANG 
GO Tfl 60 
C.....RI- SLANT PATH LFNGTH ACSOSS D F L T A  !t 
2 5 2 5  
129 









2 7  
202 
zoo  







R I = D Z X ( M ) / C f l S R a D (  J) 
K SR =K S*R I 
SUMSR 1 JIKO~JNT) =KSR*O. 5 
I F  (KfltJNT oFf3. I )  Gn T’1 174 
I F I P R O P N O ( M )  .LT. 5 n )  GCI TO 129 
L S T P l = L S T H L A + l  
I F ( L S T P 1  oGT. K M 1 )  GO TO 1 2 0  
DO 2 5 2 5  K O = L S T P l r K M l  
SUMSR(J,KO)=SUMSF(J,KDI+KSR 
I F 1 L S T H L A  .FQ. 0 )  GO TO 174 
GO TO LOKSUN,1120,170)  
SI~MPHOP*(~.~+FLOAT(NOD~X(M)-N))*RT 
L1=0.5 +SUM/15. 
K L S R = L I * K S R / K ( M )  
DO 2 5  KO=~,LSTHLA 
I F  ( L I  eGT0 1.0) L1el.n 
SUMSR (J,KO)=SUYSR ( J * r O ) + K L S S  
GO TO 1190 t1751 ,JUMpO 
HRP=HOP*RI 
SUMHRP(JIKOUNT)PHRP*O.~ 
DO 177 K O = l * K Y I  
SUMHRP(J,KO)=St~MHRP(J*Kfl )+HRp 
G O  T n  40 
CONTINUE 
IF~KOUNT .EQ. 1 )  cn TIY 4 
SUMHRPIJgKOUNT)  z O . 0  
IF (PROPNO1M)  .LT. 5 0 )  LSTHLAzKOUNT 
I F ( ( P R O P N O ( M )  .GTo 10n )  . f l R .  1N O N F O  Nf lD2X(M)  ) )  GC TO 100 
L STHY D=M 
DOSE = 0. 
KOUNT=LAYNfl 
M=MM 
L S T P l = L S T H L A + l  
DO 28 J= l *NOANC,  
SUMA=0 . 0 
SUMR=O. 0 
GO ~n i o n  
I F t L S T H L A  .FO. 0 )  G f l  Tf l  3 O  
DO 29 KO=l ,LSTHLA 
I F  (SUMHRP(J,Kn) .LT. 2 0 )  60 TO 202 
TERMA = SUMHRPIJ,KUI*+C2*EXP(-C3”SUMHRP(J,KO)++C4) 
TERMA = 0772 - .O65*SUMHRP(J,KO) 
TERMS = FXP( -SUMSR(J IKO) )  
GO TO 200 
SUMA=SUMA+TFRMA+TFRMB*FNTOT~(Kn) 
SUMA=SUMA+COSCRN ( J  1 
I F  ( L S T H L A  .FQ. K n l l N T )  Grl  TO 32 
DO 31 K O = L S T P ~  ,KOUNT 
SUMB~SIJMR+COSCON ( J ) 
TERMB .772*FXP(-SUMSR(J ,KU))  
SUMBmSUMB+TFRMB+ENTOTS(Kn) 
C O N T I N U E  
D O S F  = DDSF +FNFfD+(StJMA+qUYB) 
RETURN 
F N D  
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REAL MAXVLt J 9 NDqBNP 
I F  ( INDEX.FT.1)  GO TO 10 
DO 10 J - 1 9 5  
M X e M I N S ( J ) + N O E N + S ( J ) - l  
M A X V L U I J )  = TARLE(F”X 1 
KUNSWT = K O S W ( J + 3 1 )  
M I N = M I Y S ( J )  
GO TO ( l O ~ R ) , K O N S W T  
DO 9 K = M I N * M X  
I F  ( E N E R G Y t K )  .NE. ” o f ! )  G n  TO 7 0  
E N E R G Y ( K ) =  l e € - 1 0  
G O  TO 3 1  
F N F R G Y ( K I = A L O ~ l n l ~ N F R ~ Y ( K ~ )  
I F  ( T A B L F t K )  .NF. 0.0) 60 TO 37 
T A B L E ( K ) = l o F - 1 0  
GO T n  9 
T A B L E  I K ) = A L f l G l o l T A R L F ( K ) )  
CDNT I N U E  
CONT I N t r E  
G O  TO 3 0 0  
I N D M l  I N D E X - 1  
I F  (INDEX.GT.3) G O  TO 7 5  
I F  (E .GT.FBND( lNDM1) )  GO TO 154 
V A R B l = 0  f? 
60 
I 






GO T n  300 
154 MX = 2 + I N D M l  
M I N  = MX -1 
404 DO 400 J = M f N r C X  
€E = F 
L I M r M I N S ( J ) + N O € N T S ( J ) - l  
KONSWT = K f l?W(J+31)  
GO T n  ( 4 0 2 * 4 0 1 ) * K U N ~ W "  
401 FE = A L O C , ~ O ( F F )  
402 I F  ( F F - E N F R G Y ( L I M ) )  155t160,160 
160 V A R B ( J )  = VAXVLtJ IJ )  
1 5 5  L I M = M I N S ( J )  
GO TO 400 
C A L L  LAGRNC ( E F ~ V A R B ( J ) , E N F R G Y ( L I M ) ~ l A B L F ( L I M ) ~ N ~ F N T ~ ~ J ) ~ 2 )  
GO Tn ( ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ? ) , K I Y N w T  
403 V A R @ ( J )  = i n . + + V A R @ ( J )  
4hh CONTINr tE  
V A R R l  = V A R R ( Y 1 N )  
VARBZ = VARBtMX 1 
30P RETURN 
3 5 0  M I N  = 5 
MX = 5 
END 
GO rn 404 
S I P F T C  RANCIF L I S T I ~ F C K  
C RANGE-ENFRGY C A L C U L A T I O N S  
SUBROUTINF RANG€ (XIYVINDFXI 
COMMON D Z X ( 2 0 )  MAX 
COMMON F I ( 3 0 0 )  D F I  ( 3 0 0  1 
COMMON O P ( 3 0 P )  n P P R M ( 3 0 0 )  
COMMQN X ( 7 0 )  9 NflX 
COMMON O X  ( 2 0 )  !'RfIPNll(20) 
COMMON PDSBND NDSBND 
COMPON FNRC(  1 0 0 )  
COMMON E B O M B P ( 2 5 * 4 1  E B O M B N ( 2 5 9 4 )  
COMMON C P S N ( 2 5 r 4 )  C N S p ( 2 5 1 4 )  
COMMON F N S P ( 2 S r 4 )  F N S N ( 2 5 r 4 )  
COMMON E B O M N ( 2 5 r 4 )  F P R O P ( 2 5 * 4 )  
COMMON F N F U P ( 2 5 9 4 )  9 F N F U N ( 2 5 9 4 )  
COMMON F N R G N ( 7 5 )  X S M 9 P 1 2 5 )  
COMMON S N R G f l n n )  RBtENRG(20) 
COMMON C Z N R G ( 4 0 )  e C N R G I 2 )  
COMMON R B E ( 2 0 )  * C O N K l ( 4 0 )  
COMMON C O N K ( 2 )  L E N G T H I B )  
COMMON L S U F E  LRBE 
COMMON L K Z  * L K  
CDMMnN MCIVF s KClSW(36)  
FQUTVALENCF ( K n S W ( 2 5 ) r K O S W Z S )  
DIMENSTON CON121 
C O N ( l ) = E N R G ( l )  
C O N ( Z ) = R N C ( l )  
L l r L E N G T H ( 1 )  
G O  TO (51\* i r  ) r w n ~ ~ 2 5  
TF(FNRC,(I) .NF. 0 . 0 )  cn T n  11 
I F  (INDEX ,GT. 1)  c,n T O  20 
in DO 1 3  I S l r L l  
E N R G I ? )  l o F - l n  
GO Tn 1 2  
11 € N R C ( I ) ~ A L O G 1 0 ( F N R ~ ( l ~ ~  
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COMWN LSOFF LRBE r L K 1  
COMMON L K ?  r L K  9 NOFCOM 
COMMON MOVE 9 KOSW(36) 9 KONSWT 
DIMFNSION ANS(2)rFBOMR(2OO),FPROf200),FNFl1I2On~ 
FQfITVALENCE (FRf tMB(1)  ,FBOMP( 1 9 1  1 
A ( F N F U ( 1 ) r ~ N F U p I l r l ) )  
r ( F P R O (  1 )  ,FPPVP ( 3  9 1  1 )  9 
C.....FBOVB- ENERGY nF BWBARDTNG PAPTTCLF 
C..*..FPRO- SECONDARY PROTON ENERGY 
C OENFU- SFCONDARY NFlYTRON FNERCY 
I F  ( INOEX .GT. 1 )  GO TO 200 
DO 121 K=1,2 
KONSWT = Kf lSWfK+29) 
GO Tn ( 1 2 l ~ l l O ) r K O N S W f  
M N = l n n * I K - 1 ) + 2 5 * ( L - 1 ) + 1  
MX=MN+LENGTH(K+3)-1 
l l n  DO 120 LZ l rN f lFCf lM  
QO 120 J=MN,MX 
EBOMB(J)  = l o € - 1 0  
I F ( E B ~ Y B ( J )  .NF. o,n) m TO 1 
GO TO 2 
1 FBCIMB( J)=ALf lG lO(FBf lMB(  J) ) 
2 I F ( F P R O ( J )  .NF. 0.n) Gn T O  7 
F P R I l t J )  = l .F - ln  
GO T O  4 
3 E P R O f J ) r A L O G l O I F P R O ( J ) )  
4 I F ( E N E U I J )  .NE. 0.0) GO TO 5 
E N E U t J l  = I .€-10 
GO TO 1 2 0  
5 E N E U I J ) = A L n c , l o ( F N F U ( J t  1 
1 2 0  CONTINUE 
121 CONTINUE 
2 0 0  F=FF 
GO Tf t  300 
KONSwT = KOSW(INDFX+2R) 
GO TO ( 2 0 4 t 2 n 2 ) r K O N S W T  
2 0 2  E = A L O C l O ( € )  
2 n 4  M N ~ 1 0 0 + I I N ~ F X - 3 ) + 2 ~ * ~ ~ ~ C - l ) + 1  
CALL L A G R N ~ ( F ~ A N S I l ~ ~ f R O M R ( M N ) , F P R O ~ M N ) r L F N ~ T H ~ I N D F X + 2 ~ ~ ? ~  
CALL LAGRNc.IFrANSI2),FPOFIR(MN)rFNF~~(FIN),LFNGTH(TNnFr+2)r2) 
GO TO (30O,206) ,KONWt  
2 0 6  A N S ( l ) = l O * O + + A N S ( l )  
A M S 1 Z ) ~ l O . ~ + + A N S t 2 )  
3nn RETURN 
END 
S I R F T C  LAGRNG L I S T r D F C K  
C....*INTERPOLATION SUBROUTINE RASFQ 08 LAGRANGE-S FUNDAMENTAL FORMULA 
SUBROUT I NE CAt9NG 
C FOR INTERPOLATION 
f XX r YY r XTAB r Y  T AB 9 L I (u 1 T *RANK 
DIMENSION XTAR(LIMTT)rYTABILIMIT)rDIFS(l5) 




DO IO I N D F X = l O r M A X N f l , l ~  
IF I X  - X T A R f I N n F X ) )  1 5 r 5 5 r l ~  IF ( INDEX .GF* MAXNP) G l l  T n  If 
10 CONTINUE 
13 J=INDEX-9 
DO 25 INQEX=J*PAXNO 










IF ( INDEX OCTO HALF+l )  GO TO 33 
M I N I 1  
GO TO 39 
MIN=MAXNO-t"!RDMl 
GO TO 39 




DO 4 2  J= l rORD€R 
INDEX=MINMl+J 
Y = 0 * 0  
DO 5 0  J'MINIMAX 
TFRM= YTARtJ)  
DO 4 5  INDFX = MIN9MAX 
42 D I F S ( J ) =  X-XTAP(1NDFX) 
IF ( J  . € b o  INDFX)  Gc! TO 45 
44 MARK= INDFX-MINw1 
4 5  CONTINIJE 
5 0  Y=Y+TFRM 
YY=V 
5 2  RFTURN 
55 YY=YTAB( INDFX)  
TERM = TFRM+DIFS(MARK)/(XTAB(J)-XTAB(INDFX)I 
GO TO 5 2  
END 
S I B F T C  PROPTY L IST9DFCK 
SWBROUTINF PROPTY (INDFX9LAYER) 
Coo.ooTHIS SIJBROVTINF TRANSFFRq THE MATFRIAL PROPERTY DATA FROM TAPE 3 
C TO TAPE 4(OR D I S C  STORAGF) FOR LATFR ItqE. THF TABLFq O F  FLtrX T O  
C DOSE CONvFRsI@W FACTnR+ ARE TRANSMITTFD FROM TADF 3 TO CRRF 
C MATERIAL 1s TRANSFERRED FROM TAPE 41nR D I S C  STORAGE) TO CORE AND 
C STORAGE. AT THF APPROPRIATF T I M E  THF PROPERTY DATA FflR THE CHOSEN 
C ANY SUBROUTINES USING T H I c  PROPFRTY DATA A R F  TNTTIALf7ED.  
COMMON D2X(  2 0 )  9 M A X  F O ( ~ C O , ~ O )  
COMMON WP ( 7 OP ) 9 t7W'RY(3f'O) ~ n r ) 2 ~ ( 2 ~ )  
COMON EI(lO0) 9 DEII30P) 9 E T S A R ( 3 p @ )  
C m n N  X ( 7 0 )  9 ldnx 9 € N T @ t 5  ( 300 ) 
COMMON D X I 7 0 )  9 PROPNOt2CI) 9 c1 
COMMON PDSBND 9 NDSBND 9 BNOLOW 
COMMON FNRG( 100) 9 R N G ( 1 0 0 )  
COMMON EBOMBP(2594)  9 EBOMBN(2594) 9 C P S P ( 2 5 9 4 )  
COMMON C P S N ( 2 5 9 4 )  9 CNSP(2594)  9 CNSN(2S94)  
COMMON E N S P ( 4 5 9 4 )  9 ENSN(25.4) 9 EBOMP(2594)  
COMMON EBOMN(2594)  9 FPROP(2594)  9 EPRON(2594)  
COMMON F N F U P ( 3 5 r 4 )  9 FNFUN12594)  9 FNRC-P( I * )  
COMMON FNRGN(75)  9 XSMBP(25) 9 XqMRN(75)  
COMMON SNRG ( 100 1 9 RBENRG(2O) 9 ClNRG(4f') 
COMMON C2NQCf40)  9 CNRG(2) 9 SfJFF(100)  
COMMOU RBF ( 2 0  1 9 C O N K l ( 4 0 )  9 CONKZ(4C)) 
COMMON CONK ( 2 1 9 LENGTH(8)  9 GMWT 
COMMON LSOFE 9 LRBE 9 L K 1  
COMMON LK2 9 LK 9 NQFCOM 
COMMON MOVF 9 KOSW(36 ) 9 KONSWT 
FQUIVALENCF (KtlSW(13)9KOSW13) 
EQUIVALENCF ( L F N C T H ( l ) r L l ) , ( L F N ~ T H ( Z ) r L 2 ) r ( L F N ~ T H ( 3 ) 9 L 3 ) * ( ~ F ~ ~ T H  
A(4)rL4)9(LFNCTH(5lrL5),fL~N~TH(6)9L6),(LFN~T~(7)gL7~9~LFN~TH(~)9 
R L 8  1 





I M  
I w 
66 
IF (PROPMO(L)  .E130 NO) GO TO 1 5 0  
WRITE ( 6 9 4 )  PRO*NO(L) 
1 2 0  CONTINUE 
4 FORHAT(~HORXI~~HPROGRAM CANNOT F I N D  DATA TABLFS FOR MATFRI4L  NUHBE 
l R I 4 )  
STOP 
I SAVEaNN 
150 LASTNO =PROPNO(L) 
CALL RANGE (DUMMY,DUYMY91) 
I F  ( INDEX .LT. 3 )  GO T O  1 5 1  
I F  (KOSW13 .EQ. 1) Cl=C1*3600.  
CALL XS (DUMMYIDUMMY~~) 
CALL Y IELDS fDUMMY,DUMMY,NUFCOM,l) 
CALL CASNRC ( DUMMY *DUMMY 9NUFCOM 9 1) 
1 5 1  RETlJRN 
END 
S I B F T C  FLUXFQ L I S T i P F C K  
C.....CALCIJLATFS I N I T T A L  INCIDCNT ORrJTON qPFCTRIJM A q  A FUNCTION OF 
c I N I T I A L  INCIOFNT ENFRCTFS, 
C 
C I F  NO FQYALS- FLUX ErJIIALS- 
c 1 A*F+*( -B) r  
C 2 A + E X P ( - P t F ) / P n )  tN(GREATFR TYAN P ) ) ,  
C 3 TABLF OF FLUX VS. E AND INTFRPOLATION, 
SUBROUTINE FLUXEQ (€,FLUX,NO) 
C 4 A ( F ) + E X P ( - R f F ) ) r  
C 5 10.0++(A1+A2+C+A?*F**2+A4*F*+3)9 
C 6 1 0 . 0 + + ( A l + A 2 * L O G ~ E ) + A 3 + ~ L O G ( F ) ) ~ * 2 + A 4 * ( L O ~ ~ F ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~  
c 7 -A/P~*FXP(-Cl+P(F)/P0)*Pl(F)/D(F) 
C WHERE € IS THE GIVFN INCTDFIPT FNFRGY. 
C 
COMMON D2X(  2 0 )  9 MAX 9 F01300 ,20 )  
COMMON FI (300 )  9 D F I  ( 3 0 0 )  9 F I B A R ( 3 0 n )  
COMMON OP(300)  9 OPPRM(3POI 9 NOD2X(2Cl  
COMMON x t 2 n )  9 NOX 9 FNTf lTq l200 )  
COMMON D X ( 2 n )  9 D R O t ” O ( 2 q )  9 c1 
COMPON PDSBND 9 NDSBNO 9 RNDLOW 
COMMON FNRG ( 1 0 0  9 R N G ( l O 0 )  
COMMON FBOMBP(2594)  9 FBOMBNf2594)  9 C P S P ( 2 5 9 4 )  
COMMON CPSN ( 2 5  94 ) 9 C N S P ( 2 5 r 4 )  9 CNSN(2594)  
COMMON ENSP f 2 5  94 1 9 E N S N ( 2 5 t 4 )  9 EBOMP ( 2 5  9 4  ) 
COMMBN EBOMN(2594)  9 EPROP(3594)  9 EPRON(2594)  
COMMON F N F U P ( 7 5 r 4 )  9 F N F U N ( 2 5 9 4 )  9 F N Q W ( 2 5 )  
COMMON ENRGN ( 75 1 9 X S Y B P ( Z 5 )  9 XSYRNt75)  
COMMON SNRC f 190 1 9 RBFNRG(2r)) 9 C l N R G ( 4 0 )  
COMMON R B E ( 2 C )  9 C O N K l f 4 O )  9 C @ N K 2 ( 4 0 )  
COMMON CONK ( 2 1 9 LFNCTH(R) 9 CMWT 
COMMON LSOFE 9 LRBE 9 L K 1  
COMMON L K 2  9 LK 9 NOFCOM 
COMMON MOVE 9 KOSW( 3 6 )  9 KONqYT 
DIMFNSTON F F F F ( 1 0 0 1 , P R ~ T S ( l O O ) , A ( 4 ) 1 B ( 4 )  
I F  (MOVE.FQ.2) GO TO (1092093014nr509~n97n)rMO 
G O  TO (1,2,3,4r5r6,7) ,NO 
F OR MAT ( 4E 1 2 5 1 
WRITF ( 6 9 1 0 2 )  A ( 1 ) e R f l )  
COMMON c 2 N R ~ 1 4 0 )  9 CNRG(2) S O F F t i n n )  
E€= E 
MOVF P 2 
1 READ ( 5 9 1 0 0 )  A ( l I r B ( 1 )  
1 OF 
1 0 2  FORMAT(1HOBX922HO A + F * * ( - B )  WITH A = lPF13.59RY AND 9 x F 1 3 0 5 / 1 H +  
A 8 X * l H I  
67 
10aPHI = A(l)*FE**(-B(l)) 
1000 FLUX=PHI 
2nn0 RETURN 
2 READ (5,100) A(l),PO 
WRITF (6,202) A(l)rPO 
2fi2 FORMAT(lHORX,44HO(~RFATER TYAN P) = A*FXP(-P(F)/PO) WITH A rlPF13. 
A599H AND PO =E13.5/1H+8X,lHI) 
20 P = 938.26+SQRTf~EF/938.26+1~~)**2-l.n) . PHI = A(l)*FXP(-P/PO) 
GO TO 100 
3 WRITE (6.302) 





I R F AD r5r30?) Y O F N T S ~ ~ F F F F ~ I ~ ~ P R O T S ~ T ) , r = l r N O f N T S )  
3P3 F @ R ~ A T ( I 4 / ( F R . 0 , E 1 ~ . 3 , F 8 ~ ~ ~ E l ~ ~ 3 , F f l ~ ~ ~ ~ l O ~ 3 , F 8 ~ ~ ~ E l 0 ~ 3 ) )  






GO TO 10n 
4 READ ( 5 9 1 0 0 )  A,R 
WRITE 16,4023 I IrA( I )  9 1 x 1  9 4 )  ( I  ,B! 1 )  9?=?,4) 
402 FORMAT(lHOflX,91HO = A(F)*E*+(-B(E)) WITH A(EI AND B(F) OF THF FORM 
1 CIE) = C1 + C2*E + C3*E**2 + C4*E+*3 A N D / l H + f l X ~ l H 1 / 9 X s 4 ( 4 X * l H A 1 1 ~  
2 2H = lPE13.5rlH11r4H A N D / ~ X , ~ ( ~ X I ~ H B I ~ ,  2H = l~E13.5rlH1)) 
40 SUMB = E(4) 
DO 42 1x193 
I 1  4-1 
42 SUMB = StJMP*EE+R( 11) 
50 PHI = A(4) 
DO 46 1'193 
I 1  4-1 
IF (NO - 5 )  48,5060,5060 
GO TO 100 
GO Tf l  100 
WRITE (6,502) (T,A~I)rf=l,4) 
46 PHI = PHI*EE+A(III 
48 PHI =PHT*EXP (-StJMB ) 
5n6n PHI=lO.*+PHI 
5 READ ( 5 ~ 1 0 0 )  A
502 F O R M A T ( ~ H O ~ X I ~ ~ H L O G  0 = A1 + A2*E + A3*E+*2 + A4*E**3 WITH/IH+lZX* 
AlHI/13Xr4(4X,lHAIlr2H =lPE13.5,1H,)) 
G O  T n  50 
WRITF (6,602) (frA(I),f=lr4) 
6 READ (5,100) A 
6P7 FDRMAT(lHOPX,61HLOC 0 = A1 + A7*LOC(F) + A1*(CnC(F))+*2 + A4+(LOC( 
1E))+*3 W I T H / ~ H + ~ ~ X , ~ H T / ~ ~ X I ~ ~ ~ X , ~ H A T ~ , ~ H  =lPE13.5rlH~)) 
6n FE = ALOGlO(EEI 
G O  TO 50 
7 READ (5,100) A(l),P0 
WRITF (6.702) A t 1  1 *PO 
702 F O R M A T ( ~ H O R X , S ? ~ O ( - ~ N / D F )  = A/PO*FXP(-Cl*P(F)/DP)*Pl(F)/P~F) WITH 
1 A  01PF13.599H AND PO =F13.5/1H+SX91HI) 
70 Pl = FF/938.26 + 1.C 
P = SQRT(Pl*Pl-l.O) 
PHI = A(1)/PO+FXP(-97R.26*~/~0)*~1/~ 
GO TO 100 
' END. 








SUBRnUT I NF I NVALU 
c I N I T I A L  DATA CALCULATIONS 
C MOVF = 1 9  INTEGRAL SPFCTRUM 
C MOVE = 29  D IFFERENTIAL  SPECTRUM 
COMMON D Z X ( 2 0 )  9 M A X  
COMMON E I ( 3 0 0 )  9 D E I ( 3 0 0 )  
COMMON O P ( 3 0 0 )  9 QPPRM(?00) 
COMMON X ( 2 0 )  9 NOX 
COMMON D X ( 2 0 )  9 PQOPNU(2O) 
COMMON PDSBND 9 NDSBND 
COMMON FNRG( 1 0 0 )  
COMMON EBOMBP(2594) 9 EBOMBM(2594) 
COMMON C P S N ( 2 5 9 4 )  9 CNSP(2594)  
COMMON E N S P ( 2 5 9 4 )  9 ENSN(25941  
CGMMON FBOMN(2594)  9 F P R O P ( 2 5 r 4 )  
COMVON FNFUP ( 2 5  9 4 )  9 FNFUN ( 2 5  9 4  
9 XSMBP(?S) 
9 RBFNRG(20) 
9 CHRG(2)  
9 C O N K l ( 4 0 )  
9 LFNGTHIR)  
9 LRBE 
9 LK 
9 KnSWt35 !  
COMMON FNRGN ( 7 5  
COMMON SNRCI100) 
COMMON CZNRG(40)  
COMMON R B E ( Z 0 )  











DIMENSION N O I N T S ( 2 ) t E O M A X ( 2 5 r 2 ) ~ N O I ~ C R ( 2 5 ~ 2 ~ ~ K N T R ( 2 ~ ~ E S P E C ~ 2 0 0 ~ 2 ~ ~  
EQUIVALENCE ( E ? B A R ( 1 ) 9 D I S T f l ) )  
INTEGFR PROPNOIFQNO 
D X ( l ) - X ( l )  
D2X(l)=DX(1)/FLOAT(NOD2X(l) 1 
I F ( N O X - 1 )  5 9 9 9 5  
A D E L T F ( 2 5 , 2 ) , K O U N T ( 2 ~ ) ~ T I T L E ~ l l ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ )  
5 DO 7 Jt2,NOX 
C.....DX-LARCE DELTA X 
C.....X(J)- PRINT BOUNDARY MEASURED NORMAL TO INCIDENT FACE 
D X t J ) = X ( J ) - X ( J - l )  
Ce..a.DZX(J)-SMALL DFLTA X 
C.....NOD2X(J)-NUMBER OF SMALL DELTA X I N  LARGE DFLTA X 
7 D 2 X ( J ) = D X ( J ) / F L O A T l N C l D 2 X ( J ) )  
9 NOXDl=NOX+1 
GO TO (250r260) ,KOSW19 
2 6 0  READ ( 5 9 2 6 2 )  K E I r ( F I ( J ) t J ~ l r K F I )  
2 6 2  F O R M A T ( I 3 / ( R F 9 . n ) )  
250 K L I M t l  
GO TU 45 
2 1  READ (5922) NOINTS(KL1M)  
2 2  FORMAT 113) 
INTNO=NOINTS(KL lM)  
READ ( 5 9 2 4 )  ( F O M A X ( L I K L I M ) ~ M O I N C R ~ L ~ ~ L I M ~ ~ L ~ ~ ~ I N T N O )  
2 4  FORMAT ( F 8 . O ~ I 4 ~ F 8 . 0 r I 4 ~ F 8 . 0 ~ I 4 ~ F ~ ~ 0 ~ I 4 ~ F 8 ~ 0 ~ I 4 ~ F 8 ~ 0 ~ 1 4 ~  
IF (KLIM .EQ. 2 )  m T n  2 2 n  
2 2 0  GO TO (2259222)9KOSW15 
2 2 2  K L I M = ?  
225 READ ( 5 9 9 9 9 9 )  NDF 
GO T n  2 1  
9999 F O R M A T l I ? )  
F NDF=NDE 
2 2 8  DO 2 0 1 1  L - l r K L I M  
ELOWERzO. 
KONTUR -1 
0 2 0 0  
0210 
n 2 2 n  
69 
, 
*FSPECI  1 r L  )=no0 
INTNCI=NOINTSIL)  
DO 2 0 1  J = l , I N T N f l  
C.....DFLTF(J,L)-SMALL DFLTA F AT F X I T  FACF 
1 7 0 2  
701 
2 0 1  1 
1 5  
16 




1 2  
407 
- GO TO 1 2 3 0 * 2 0 ) r K O S W 1 5  r ..... DFO-SMALL DFLTA F AT TNTFRNAL P R I N T  POUNoS 
27 P 
9997 
2 n  
2 0 2  
2 0 4  
208 
30 
D E 0  F O ( l r I ) / F N D E  
DO 9997 L L S l r N D F  
E O ( L L + l , I l = F O ( L L , I ) - D F O  
KUUNT ( I 1 = NDF+l  
K M 1  = NDE 
G O  TQ 30 
K D N T U R = K N T R ( K L I Y )  
DO 2 0 2  Lr1,KONTtIR 
I F ( E O ( 1 r I )  .LE. E S P F C I L , K L I M ) + 1 . 0 0 0 1 )  GO TO 2 0 4  
CON T I NIJ E 
K U U N T ( I ) = L  
K M l = K U U N I I I I - l  
DO 2 0 8  JJrlrKMl 
I N D = K O U N T ( I ) - J J  
EO(JJ+lrI)=FSPFC(INo,KLIY) 
I F  ( J  NE. 1 )  GO Tf l  70 
K E I = l  
K L I M t 2  
I F  ( K M 1  .LE. 1 1 GO TO 234 
C.....CALCULATE I N C I D F N T  ENERGIES FROM ASSUMED E X I T  ENERGIES 
DO 2 9  N = 2 r K U l  
C A L L  RANGE ( F O ( N 9 T ) r ~ r Z )  
D I S , T ( K E I ) = R + D X ( I )  
K F  I = K F T + l  
2 9  C A L L  RANGE(DIST(KEIIrFI(KFI)r3) 
0670 
071n 





10 CALL RANGF(DIST(KEI)rFIIKFI),~) 
GO TO (35.37) rtOSW15 
DO 36 LLSlrNDF 
2 5  DEO=ET(KFI)/FNPF 
KEI =KEI+l 
3 6  FI(KEI)PET(KFI-l)-DFO 
€1 (KEI 110.0 
GO TO 4 5  
DO 38 L=lrKnNTllR 
IF(FI(KE1) .LF. FSDcC(L,KLIM)+l.o001) GO TO 39 




DO 40 LflrKMl 
KET=KET+l 
I NDxLL-L 
4 n  FIIKF1)~ESPFCIINDrKLI~) 
45 DO 500 L=lrK€I 
TF (FT(L) .LF. RNDLOWI GO TO 5n2 
GO TO 503 
E1 (KEI )*BNDLOW 
50P CONTINUE 
502 KEI-L 
5n3 READ (5*4i) M O V F ~ E O N O ~ T I T L F  
41 FORMAT1213rllA6) 
55 GO TO (62964)rMOVE 
62 CALL FLUXEQ (EI(1)rOPIl)rFQflO) 
64 DO 6 5  Jz2rKET 
MAX-KFI-1 
DEI(J-1) = FI(J-l)-FT(J) 
EIBAR (J-1) = (FI(J-l)+FI(J)!/2.0 
Gn TO 1142r145),MOVF 
C.....EIBARIJ)-AVFRA~F FNFRT-Y 
142 CALL FLUXFQ IET(J)rOP(J)tFQNO) 
OPPRM(J-1) = OD(J)-OP(J-l) 
GO TO 6 5  
OPPRM(J-l)=OP(J-l)+DEI(J-l) 
GO Tn ( 8 0 , 9 n ) r m S W 7  
Ce.e..OPPRM( J)-INTFGRAL SPFCTRUM 
145 CALL FLUXFQ (FfBAR(J-l)rOP(J-l)rFQNO) 
6 5  CONTINUE 
9 n  WRITF (6992) TITLE 
92 FORMATf1HLPXrllA6) 
L = 1  
GO TO (414r430),KOSW19 
I = NOXP1-J 
LIMIT = KOlJNT(I)-l 
DO 425 M=l,LIMIT 
TF ( M O O ( L r 5 5 )  .NF. 1 1  GO TO (420r472)rMOVF 
4 1 4  DO 151 J=lrNOX 
4in GO T O  ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ I ~ ) , M o v F  
4 1 2  WRITF (6.4131 
4 1 3  FORMAT(lH117XrRHEMER~Yr~~Xr17HN(GREATFR THAN F)AXr7HDFLTA F14Xr6HE 
1 AVG.9Xr15H(DN/DE)+DELTA E/21Xr3HMEVlOXr13HPROfONS/CM++214X~3HMEV1 
27Xr3HMFVlOXrl?HPROTONS/CM**2) 
IF(KOSW13 .FO. I)WRIT~(brl3413) 
13413 F O P M A T l l H + r 2 ( 4 6 X r 4 ~ - ~ F C l ~ X )  1 
G O  Tfl 42P 
71 
415 WRITF (6,416)  
416 F O R M A T ( ~ H ~ ~ ~ X I R H E N E R C Y I E ~ ~ X , ~ H D E L T A  E14X96HF AVG.~OXII~HDN/DE(E AV 
lG.)6X,lSH(DN/DF)+DFLTA F / 1 2 X , 7 ( 9 X , 3 H M F V 8 X ) r l 7 H P R O T O N S / C M ~ * 2 - M E V 5 X ,  
213HPROTONS/CM**2) 
IF (KflSW114 .FQ. 1 )  WPITF(6,16416) 
16416 F O R M A T ( l H + P A X , 4 H - S F C 1 4 ~ , 4 H - S F C )  
422 W R I T F  (6 ,421)  L I F I ( L ) , ~ F I ( L ) , F I R A R ( L ) , O P ( L ) , O P P R M ( L )  
420 WRITE ( 6 9 4 2 1 )  L I E I ( L ) , O P ( L ) , D E I ( L ) ~ E T B A R ( L ) , O P P R M ( L )  
421 FORMAT(15r3X,1~5€2@.5) 
423 I F t L  .GE. M A X )  GO TO 443 
475 L = L+1 
1 5 1  WRITF (6,427)  
427 FORMATtlH ) 
470 DO 435 M ~ L I M A X  
432 GO T O  (413r476) rMOVE 
433 WRITE ( 6 9 4 1 3 )  
GO T f l  423 
I F  (MOD(M955) .NF. 1 )  G O  TO (4399441)gMOVF 
IF(KOSW13 .FQ. 1) WRITF(6913413) 
GO Tl! 439 
I F  (KOSW13 .FQ. 1 )  WRlT€(6,16416) 
cn TC: 435 
436 WRITE (6,416)  
441 WRITE (6,155)  M,EIIM)tDEl(M),FIBAR(M),OP(M)~DPPRM(M! 
439 WRITE (6,155)  M,EI(M)rOP(M),DFI(M)*~I~AR(M),OPPRM(M) 
155 F O R M A T ( I ~ I ~ X , ~ P ~ F ~ O . ~ )  
435 CONTINUE 
443 GO TO (444,446),MOVE 
444 WRITF (6,155) KFI~FIIKFY),OP(KFI) 
GO T f l  A0 







PROGRAM RUNNING TIME 
An order of magnitude estimate of the running time of the program may 
be obtained as follows. Count the number of Sx's, SEIS, number of angles 
used i n  calculating evaporation neutrons, and the number of p r i n t  bounds, 
then compute the following, 
Running time i n  minutes = 0.5 + 6.2X10'5 Np ( 6 E) Np ( 6x 1 Np( Ls 1 
P=l 
P = the number of problems stacked i n  the data deck 
Np(GE) = number of proton 6E's i n  problem p (This has t o  be estimated 
on the basis  of previous runs.) 
Np(Gx) = number of proton 6x's i n  problem p 
Np(LS) = number of angles i n  problem p 
Np(PB) = number of p r i n t  bounds i n  problem p 
This estimate does not r e f l e c t  the time required t o  p r i n t  spectra a t  each 
p r i n t  bound. Also t h i s  estimate i s  based on calculating a l l  generations of 
secondaries and the use of 69 energy groups for  the cascade neutrons. If 
these conditions a r e  changed new coefficients for  6.2X10-5 and 0.08 can 
be calculated by running a few cases. 
Comparison of Running Time for  Sample Problem 
p = l  
Np(SE) = 140 
NP(Gx) = 40 
N ~ ( L S )  = 5 
N ~ ( P B )  = 3 
75 
Running time in minutes (from formula) = 2.5  min. 
Actual time was = 2.3 min. 
76 
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Figure 1. - Energy groups at internal bounds. Vertical 
l ines s h w  pr in t  boundaries. Tick marks o n  vertical 
l ines s h w  energy intervals at the pr in t  boundaries. 
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Figure 2. - Construction of p r i n t  boundaries 


















Figure 3. - Source plane location and angle definition 
(used in  evaporation neutron dose calculation). 
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